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ABSTRACT10

We develop a Hamiltonian analytical theory for the rotation of a Poincaré Earth11

model (rigid mantle and liquid core) at the second order with respect to the lunisolar12

potential and moving ecliptic term. Since the Andoyer variables considered in the13

first order solution present virtual singularities, i.e., vanishing divisors, we introduce a14

set of non-singular complex canonical variables. This choice allows applying the Hori15

canonical perturbation method in a standard way. We derive analytical expressions16

for the first and second order solution of the precession and nutation of the angular17

momentum axis (Poisson terms).18

Contrary to first order theories, there is a part of the Poisson terms that does de-19

pend on the Earth structure. The resulting numerical amplitudes, not incorporated in20
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the International Astronomical Union nutation standard, are not negligible considering21

current accuracies. They are at the microarcsecond level for a few terms, with a very22

significant contribution in obliquity of about forty microarcseconds for the nutation23

argument with period −6798.38 days.24

The structure dependent amplitudes present a large amplification with respect to the25

rigid model due to the fluid core resonance. The features of such resonance, however, are26

different from those found in first order solutions. The most prominent is that it does27

not depend on the second order nutation argument directly, but on the combination28

of first order arguments generating it. It entails that some first order approaches, like29

those based on the transfer function, cannot be applied to obtain the second order30

contributions.31

Keywords: Earth — ephemeris — reference systems — methods: analytical — celestial32

mechanics33

1. INTRODUCTION34

Present applications of, among others, astronomy, geodesy, and navigation require an increase in35

the accuracy of the transformation between terrestrial and celestial reference systems. It entails that36

the models of the rotation of the Earth must incorporate theories of precession and nutation at the37

second order. As a matter of fact, the need of a prompt improvement Earth rotation theory has38

been reported recently by the International Astronomical Union (IAU)/International Association of39

Geodesy (IAG) Joint Working Group (JWG) on Theory of Earth Rotation and Validation (Ferrándiz40

et al. 2020).41

Among the different kind of second order effects to be formulated (Escapa et al. 2020), the most42

challenging are those related to obtaining a more precise solution of the equations of the rotational43

motion. Namely, since it is not possible to obtain an exact solution of those equations, one tries to44

determine an approximate formal solution in powers of an small parameter ε. Roughly speaking,45
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this parameter reflects the disturbing actions, like that of the external perturbers, on the torque-free46

motion (or a leading part of it) of the Earth.47

This procedure leads to a sequence of first, second, etc. order solutions, accordingly to the degree of48

the polynomial in ε employed in the approximation. In Celestial Mechanics, it belongs to the realm49

of Perturbation Theories (e.g., Ferraz-Mello 2007), early developed by Delaunay, Bohlin, Lindstedt,50

Poincaré, Von Zeipel, etc. and improved around the mid-twentieth century with the introduction of51

Lie series (e.g., Hori 1966).52

In the context of Earth rotation studies, the paradigmatic application of those techniques is found53

in the Hamiltonian theories pioneered by Kinoshita (1977) for a rigid model. In his theory there54

are already incorporated some second order contributions in the above sense of perturbation theories55

(later referred to as spin-spin coupling; nutation-nutation coupling; crossed-nutation effect, etc.).56

This task was refined in Kinoshita & Souchay (1990) and updated in the rigid model REN200057

(Souchay et al. 1999), with a targeted level of truncature of 0.1µas (microarcsecond).58

The extension of the rigid theory at the second order was finally completed in Getino et al. (2010),59

who removed the main simplification assumed in REN2000, restricted just to the angular momentum60

axis, and incorporated the effects of the Earth structure on the formulation. As a consequence some61

new second order contributions emerged above the 0.1µas level threshold (Getino et al. 2010, Tables62

5 and 7). They had a double origin: some contributions are related to the motion of the figure axis63

relative to the angular momentum axis (Oppolzer terms), entirely due to the Earth structure, hence64

absent in REN2000. The other ones affect to the angular momentum axis (Poisson terms) and must65

be added to the structure independent part computed in REN2000. From a qualitative point of view66

these last terms are very relevant because they limit the scope of the widespread affirmation that the67

motion of the angular momentum axis is independent of the Earth structure (e.g., Moritz & Mueller68

1987, Chapter 3). That affirmation must be just circumscribed to the first order, as recognized firstly69

in Ferrándiz et al. (2004) for the precession of a non-rigid Earth.70

The situation for non-rigid Earth models is more primitive to our knowledge. There is no complete71

theory at the second order analogous, for example, to that of Getino et al. (2010) for the rigid72
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Earth. That is an indication of the huge complication involved in extending a theory of the rotation73

of the non-rigid Earth at the second order. Indeed, there have been some preliminary and partial74

computations like those presented in Getino & Ferrándiz (2000); or comprehensive developments for75

the second order precession of a Poincaré and two-layer Earth models (Ferrándiz et al. 2004, Baenas76

et al. 2017); but no study, up to now, has developed a full analytical theory.77

The case of the current IAU nutation standard (IAU 2000A nutation), based on the non-rigid78

Earth model MHB2000 (Mathews et al. 2002), requires further examination. That model developed79

a series for nutation containing 1365 terms of lunisolar and planetary origins. Their amplitudes were80

obtained applying the transfer function by Mathews et al. (2002) to each amplitude of the spec-81

tral component decomposition of the figure axis nutation, as derived from REN2000 rigid series 1
82

(Souchay et al. 1999). That transfer function was derived in the framework developed by Sasao et83

al. (1980), conveniently extended to tackle a more complex Earth model (three-layer, electromag-84

netic and viscous couplings, mantle anelasticity, etc.). In regard to the second order contributions,85

MHB2000 (Mathews et al. 2002) has no other second order terms, in the sense considered in this86

investigation, than those inherited from the REN2000 rigid model (Souchay et al. 1999).87

The limitations of IAU 2000A nutation relative to the second order terms were recognized from the88

times of its adoption in Getino & Ferrándiz (2000) —see also Getino et al. (2010, Introduction)—,89

and have been presented in the final reports of the sub-working groups on Precession/Nutation of90

the IAU/IAG JWG on Theory of Earth Rotation (e.g., Escapa & Getino 2015) and of the IAU/IAG91

JWG on Theory of Earth Rotation and Validation (e.g., Escapa et al. 2019). Those difficulties have92

been raised neatly in Escapa et al. (2020), showing that IAU 2000A nutation (Mathews et al. 2002)93

modeled the second order effects in an incomplete and inconsistent way. The main points are:94

1 The origin of MHB2000 series is no clear at all. In Herring et al. (2002), it is stated that the transfer function was

applied to 678 lunisolar terms and 687 planetary terms from REN2000 (Souchay et al. 1999). However, Souchay et

al. (2007, Tables 2 to 5) pointed out the existence of some arguments present in MHB2000 and not in REN2000, and

viceversa. Recently, Ferrándiz et al. (2018) found that the transfer function was not applied to the planetary terms,

limiting in this way the accuracy of IAU 2000A nutation.
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(1) REN2000 (Souchay et al. 1999) did not considered the influence of the Earth structure at the95

second order. Hence, that rigid theory lacks the part of the Poisson terms dependent on the96

structure and all the Oppolzer terms. Therefore, those contributions are absent in MHB200097

(Mathews et al. 2002), simply because they are not present in REN2000 (Souchay et al. 1999).98

Their magnitude can be relevant for non-rigid models, at the level of tens µas, due to the99

amplification of the fluid core.100

(2) The MHB2000 transfer function was applied to the second order Poisson terms derived by101

REN2000 (Souchay et al. 1999). However, since those terms are independent of the structure102

except for a factor proportional to the squared dynamical ellipticity (H2
d), that application is103

misleading. The right procedure to account for the change from a rigid to a non-rigid model in104

this case is to perform a rescaling of the amplitudes considering the ratio between the non-rigid105

and rigid squared dynamical ellipticities. This fact can lead to numerical differences at the106

level of µas.107

(3) Even considering the structure dependent Poisson and Oppolzer second order terms for a rigid108

model (Getino et al. 2010, Section 4.1), the application of the MHB2000 transfer function109

(Mathews et al. 2002) does not provide the right second order non-rigid amplitudes. In other110

words, in its current formulation MHB2000 transfer function cannot be extended at the second111

order. Moreover, due to the intrinsic linearity of the transfer function, it is not evident that112

this approach can be generalized beyond first order models.113

The program presented in Getino et al. (2010, Introduction) tries to fill these gaps. It aims at114

developing a complete analytical second order theory of the rotation of the non-rigid Earth. The115

difficulties of this task are enormous, mainly due to the increase in the dimensions of the phase116

space of the non-rigid Earth (for example, from 6 dimensions in the rigid case to 12 ones in two-117

layer models), and the need of generalizing first order frameworks. It requires a lot of cumbersome118

calculations that, even with the use of computer algebra systems (CAS), are difficult to manage.119
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In this research we continue that program by extending the rigid Earth model considered in Getino120

et al. (2010) to a classical non-rigid Earth model: the Poincaré one. The Poincaré model is the121

simplest one providing insight in the role played by the fluid core (e.g., Moritz & Mueller, 1987,122

Chapter 3). In this sense, once established the general second order framework for this model, its123

extension to other more realistic models (e.g., that of Sasao et al. 1980) is more feasible2.124

A similar strategy was employed when determining the second order precession of the non-rigid125

Earth that was first derived for a Poincaré model (Ferrándiz et al. 2004) and then extended to a126

two-layer one (Baenas et al. 2017). However, in contrast to the precession case, when including127

the nutation, the formulation of the problem in terms of Andoyer variables (Getino 1995a) becomes128

impracticable. So, firstly, it is necessary to build a new set of variables (the nonsingular complex129

canonical variables) that facilitates the second order computations. This circumstance made us to130

restrict the scope of this research to the nutations of the angular momentum axis (Poisson terms).131

Namely, we will focus on developing the canonical framework necessary to extend the theory of132

the rotation of the Poincaré model to the second order; deriving the analytical expressions of the133

Poisson terms and quantifying them numerically; and discussing the effect of the fluid core on their134

amplitudes. In a forthcoming communication, we will present the second order expressions for the135

nutations of the figure axis by providing the second order Oppolzer terms, whose derivation is much136

more cumbersome than that of the Poisson ones (e.g., see Getino et al. 2010, Sections 3 and 4, in137

the rigid case).138

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall the Hamiltonian formulation of the139

Poincaré model in Andoyer variables under the same general premises as those considered in Getino et140

al. (2010) for the rigid Earth. The main difficulties of those variables for the Poincaré model, related141

to their ill definition in the equilibrium configuration (virtual singularities), is the absence of an142

2 From a numerical point of view the friction-generated effects in the second order solution would be, in principle,

negligible considering the different magnitudes of first order in-phase and out-of-phase amplitudes (IERS Conventions

2010). However, the possible existence of related unexpected effects of small magnitude but theoretical interest makes

this issue to be worthy of further research. Such study is far from being direct because the dissipation requires

considering general, non-canonical, perturbation methods or doubling the dimension of the original phase space to

preserve the Hamiltonian structure (Getino et al. 2010, Introduction).
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explicit solution of the unperturbed problem, or auxiliary system, in terms of elementary functions.143

It hinders the direct application of the Hori perturbation method (Hori 1966). A new canonical144

set solving those difficulties is introduced in Section 3: the non-singular complex canonical variables145

(NSCCV ). We proof their canonical character and formulate the Hamiltonian of the Poincaré model146

in terms of them. Those variables are defined at the equilibrium configuration and allows choosing147

a Hori kernel whose auxiliary system leads to an explicit analytical solution in a simple form. It148

makes easier the formulation of the Hori method that, in this way, runs parallel to that employed149

in Getino et al. (2010, Section 2.4), facilitating the comparisons with the rigid case. In Section 4,150

the practical implementation of the Hori’s perturbation method is performed. We also provide the151

analytical expressions for the first and second order solutions of the motion of the angular momentum152

axis, comprising both precession and nutation. Those expressions turn out to be equivalent to that153

of Getino et al. (2010, Section 4.1), when reduced to the rigid case, and to Ferrándiz et al. (2004)154

and Baenas et al. (2017) for the second order precession of the Poincaré model.155

The dependence of the derived amplitudes with the interior of the Earth is discussed in Section 5.156

We show that, in contrast to first order solutions, Poisson terms do depend on the Earth structure.157

Their numerical representation is also considered in that section, emerging some amplitudes above158

the 1µas level. Specifically, it is the case of the terms with periods −6798.38, −3399.19, and 182.62159

days, with a very significant contribution in obliquity for the term with period −6798.38 days, of160

about forty µas. Hence, considering current accuracies demands, this kind of terms can be no more161

ignored and must be incorporated in IAU Earth rotation models. We also compare those structure162

dependent amplitudes with their rigid counterparts, observing a noticeable amplification. We discuss163

their origin, concluding that it is due to the fluid core resonance. However, its features are different164

from that encountered in the first order nutations of the figure axis (Oppolzer terms) —at the first165

order Poisson terms are not amplified. The most relevant fact is that the amplification is not a166

function of the second order nutation frequency itself, but of the combinations of the original orbital167

frequencies generating it. This is one of the facts that prevents the use of MHB2000 transfer function168

(Mathews et al. 2002) to obtain the second order contribution, because that transfer function depends169
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directly on the nutation frequency of each spectral component of the figure axis nutation (Mathews170

et al. 2002, Equation 7).171

Finally, in Section 6 we summarize the main results of this investigation and draw some final172

conclussions. The paper is completed with four Appendixes A, B, C, and D were we include some173

lateral, but necessary, material for the development of our research.174

2. HAMILTONIAN OF THE POINCARÉ MODEL IN ANDOYER CANONICAL VARIABLES175

2.1. Rotational dynamics176

For the development of our model, it is necessary to sketch the way in which the rotation of the177

Poincaré model of the Earth can be described by Hamiltonian methods. We limit to the main178

important points necessary to understand the construction of the Hamiltonian second order solution,179

referring the reader to the existing literature to obtain further details. For example, one can find180

first and second order solutions for the rigid Earth in Kinoshita (1977) and Getino et al. (2010), and181

first order solutions for the Poincaré model in Getino (1995a, 1995b). Other valuables references for182

the rigid model are Kinoshita & Souchay (1990), Escapa et al. (2002), Efroimsky & Escapa (2007),183

and Souchay et al. (1999). For the non rigid ones, the reader can consult Getino & Ferrándiz (2001),184

Escapa et al. (2001), Ferrándiz et al. (2004), Escapa (2011), Baenas et al. (2017), and Escapa et al.185

(2017).186

The Poincaré model of the Earth3 consists of a rigid mantle enclosing a liquid core. The mantle is187

assumed to be a symmetric ellipsoidal shell whose cavity is completely filled by the liquid. Attached188

to the mantle we consider a principal system of reference Oxyz, with associated basis vectors ~ex, ~ey,189

and ~ez, where O is the Earth barycenter; Oz the revolution axis of the ellipsoid, or the Earth figure190

axis ~ez; and xy the plane perpendicular to ~ez (equatorial plane).191

3 The reader is referred to Melchior (2000), where an historical sketch of the first studies considering the Poincaré

model can be found.
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In the Oxyz system, the tensors of inertia of the mantle, the core, and the whole Earth have the192

expressions193

Πm =


Am 0 0

0 Am 0

0 0 Cm

, Πc =


Ac 0 0

0 Ac 0

0 0 Cc

, Π = Πm + Πc =


A 0 0

0 A 0

0 0 C

. (1)

Because the mantle is rigid, its motion around the common barycenter O is described by the angular194

velocity ~ω relative to the ecliptic of the epoch OXY Z (basis vectors ~eX , ~eY , and ~eZ). In the case195

of the core, its flow is dominated by the angular velocity by ~ωc=~ω + δ~ω, defined through a proper196

selection of a core system Oxcyczc (Moritz & Mueller 1987, Chapters 3 and 4) with vectors ~exc , ~eyc ,197

and ~ezc .198

The rotation of the model is derived from the time evolution of the angular momentum vectors199

~Lm = Πm~ω, ~Lc = Πc(~ω + δ~ω). (2)

together with the corresponding rotation matrix that links the systems OXY Z and Oxyz. Alterna-200

tively, instead of ~Lm one can consider the total angular momentum in Equation (2)201

~L = ~Lm + ~Lc = Π~ω + Πcδ~ω. (3)

A convenient method to determine that evolution of the angular momentum vectors and rotation202

matrix is by Hamiltonian mechanics, running a parallel way as that of the rigid Earth. Since in this203

case our dynamical system has 6 degrees of freedom, we need three pairs of canonical variables (p, q).204

Once selected them and constructed the Hamiltonian of the system, H(p, q), the equations of motion205

are given by206

dp

dt
= −∂H

∂q
,
dq

dt
=
∂H
∂p

, (4)

with the proper initial conditions at time t = t0. So, the temporal evolution of any smooth function207

defined in the phase space f(p, q) obeys to208

df

dt
= {f ;H}, (5)
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where the Poisson bracket in the canonical variables (p, q) has been represented by {−;−}.209

In the case of the Poincaré model a suitable canonical set can be constructed from the Andoyer210

variables. In particular, a canonical set (M,µ); (N, ν); (Λ, λ) analogous to that used for the rigid211

Earth is extended (Getino 1995a) with (Mc, µc); (Nc, νc); (Λ, λc). This extension is necessary to212

account for the rotation of the core with respect to the mantle. We will refer to this set simply as213

Andoyer canonical variables for the Poincaré model of the Earth.214

The Andoyer set has clear dynamical and geometrical meanings. The canonical momenta M , N ,215

Λ and Mc, Nc, Λc are related to the Earth and core angular momentum, respectively. We have216

M = L, Mc = Lc,

N = M cosσ, Nc = Mc cosσc,

Λ = M cos I, Λc = Mc cos Ic.

(6)

In these expressions the auxiliary variable σ is the angle between ~ez and ~eL = ~L/L; I between ~eL217

and ~eZ ; σc between ~eLc = ~Lc/Lc and ~ez; and Ic between ~eLc and ~ezc . The canonical coordinates λ,218

µ, and ν are defined geometrically when introducing two lines of nodes (Efroimsky & Escapa 2007,219

Figure 3 —noted as ~i and ~j) defined by the vectors220

~n1 =
~eZ × ~eL
|~eZ × ~eL|

, ~n2 =
~eL × ~ez
|~eL × ~ez|

. (7)

In this way λ is the (oriented) angle between ~eX and ~n1; µ between ~n1 and ~n2; and ν between ~n2 and221

~ex. It allows constructing the rotation matrix that transforms OXY Z into Oxyz by means of the222

sequence of rotations223

R3(ν)R1(σ)R3(µ)R1(I)R3(λ), (8)

where Ri denotes an elemental rotation matrix. A similar construction can be made for the coordi-224

nates µc, νc, λc, which brings Oxcyczc into Oxyz with225

R3(νc)R1(σc)R3(µc)R1(Ic)R3(λc). (9)

From a practical point of view, this matrix has less interest than that given in Equation (8).226
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The Earth is a fast rotator and in its motion departs slightly from the equilibrium configuration.227

The equilibrium configuration is defined as the dynamical state of the torque-free motion where228

the vectors ~eL and ~eLc are parallel to the figure axis ~ez, the mantle and the core rotating with the229

same angular rate. Hence, in this situation the angular velocity vectors are also parallel to ~ez with230

~ω = ωE~ez, ~ωc = ωE~ez, i.e., δ~ω = ~0. In those circumstances (Equations 6), the angles σ and σc are231

nil (M = N , Mc = Nc) and the lines of nodes ~n2 and ~n2c are not defined. It entails that it is also232

the case for the angles ν and νc. Therefore, in the equilibrium configuration the Andoyer set is no233

well-defined, giving raise to the so-called virtual singularities (Henrard 2006, Lara 2018). However,234

the angles between ~n2 and ~ex and ~n2c and ~ex can be computed, i.e., both µ + ν and µc + νc remain235

perfectly defined.236

Observationally, the departure from that equilibrium manifests in the smallness of the angles σ237

and σc, of the order of 10−6 radians, i. e., the vectors ~ez and ~L keeping close. It makes useful to238

decompose the evolution of ~ez relative to OZ or axis ~eZ in two parts: the evolution of ~L relative239

to ~eZ and the evolution of ~ez with respect to ~L. Abusing terminology, we refer to the first one as240

Poisson terms and to the second one as Oppolzer terms.241

According to Equations (6) and (8), the Poisson terms are described by I and λ: I corresponds to242

the obliquity and λ to the longitude of the plane perpendicular to ~L that is named as Andoyer plane.243

The long-term part, or secular, of the time evolution of I and λ is the precession and the remaining244

part the nutation.245

2.2. Hamiltonian in Andoyer variables246

Once the canonical set to describe the rotational motion has been selected, the Hamiltonian of the247

system has to be written. It has the form248

H = T + V + E. (10)

In this expression, T is the kinetic energy of the model; V the perturbing potential; and E an249

additional, or complementary, term. It appears when, instead of using the ecliptic of epoch, the250

motion is referred to the ecliptic of date that is a non–inertial system (Kinoshita 1977).251
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2.2.1. Kinetic energy252

The kinetic energy is the sum of the rotational kinetic energy of the mantle and the core, i.e.,253

depends on the interior structure of the Earth. According to the description of the Poincaré model254

(Equations 2 and 3) we have255

T = Tm + Tc =
1

2
(~L− ~Lc)tΠ−1

m (~L− ~Lc) +
1

2
~LtcΠ

−1
c
~Lc, (11)

the superscript t denoting the transpose. From Equations (6, 8, and 9), the components of ~L and ~Lc256

in the Oxyz system are257

~L =


√
M2 −N2 sin ν

√
M2 −N2 cos ν

N

, ~Lc =


√
M2

c −N2
c sin νc

−
√
M2

c −N2
c cos νc

Nc

. (12)

Thus, taking into account the expression of the tensors of inertia given in Equations (1), we can258

obtain259

T =
1

2Am

[(
M2 −N2

)
+
A

Ac

(
M2

c −N2
c

)
+ 2
√
M2 −N2

√
M2

c −N2
c cos(ν + νc)+

+
1

2Cm

(
N2 − 2N Nc +

C

Cc
N2
c

)]
.

(13)

This formula is model dependent and more complicated than in the rigid case. In particular, the260

kinetic energy for the Poincaré model depends on the coordinates ν and νc. Hence, in contrast to261

the symmetrical rigid case the Andoyer variables are not action-angle variables in the torque–free262

motion, what complicates the integration of the problem.263

2.2.2. Perturbing potential and moving ecliptic term264

Since in this research we are focused on determining the influence of Earth structure on some265

second order effects, we will reduce the perturbing potential just to the main contribution affecting266

the rotational dynamics. It is given by267

V =
∑
p=S,M

κ2m′p
r3

(C − A)P2(sin δ) =
∑
p=S,M

k′p

(ap
r

)
3P2(sin δ), (14)
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where κ2 is the universal constant of gravitation; r the distance of the perturbing body p (the268

Moon=M or the Sun=S) to O; m′p its mass; and δ its latitude relative to Oxyz. This expression is269

formally the same as that appearing when considering the rigid Earth, the parameter k′p characterizing270

the order of magnitude.271

Therefore, we can directly borrow the process of writing Equation (14) in terms of the Andoyer272

variables from Getino et al. (2010, Section 2.3). We have273

V =
∑
p=S,M

k′p
∑
i

[
1

2
(3 cos2 σ − 1)Bi cos Θi −

1

2
sin 2σ

∑
τ=±1

Ci,τ cos(µ− τΘi)+

+
1

4
sin2 σ

∑
τ=±1

Di,τ cos(2µ− τΘi)

]
.

(15)

The auxiliary angle I = arccos(N/M) is implicitly contained in the orbital functions Bi, Ci,τ , and274

Di,τ , which depend on the orbital motions of the Moon and the Sun4 (Appendix A). It is also the275

case of λ through the arguments Θi. They are linear combinations of the Delaunay variables of the276

Moon and the Sun of the form277

Θi = m1ilM +m2ilS +m3iF +m4iD +m5i(Ω0 − λ). (16)

The values of the five integers mji, j = 1, ..., 5 characterize each index i and are obtained from a278

Fourier decomposition of the orbital motions of the perturbers, given by some ephemeris (Appendix279

A). When Θi must be considered as a known function of time, we take its time rate ni, or orbital280

frequency, constant with281

Θi = nit+ Θi0. (17)

In the development of the rotational theory, it is necessary to identify those arguments Θi leading to282

nil or very small, in absolute value, time rates ni. The most important is the element i in the Fourier283

decomposition with the integer values mji = 0, j = 1, ..., 5. It will be denoted by i = 0. So, for this284

term we have Θ0 = 0 and n0 = 0.285

4 We will also assume that the orbital functions do not depend explicitly on time (Escapa et al. 2017).
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The additional term E depends on the angular velocity of the ecliptic of date with respect to286

the ecliptic of epoch and the total angular momentum of the Earth. Therefore, its expression is287

independent of the Earth model. So, we can take advantage of the derivations provided in Getino et288

al. (2010, Section 2.3). Then, we have289

E = Λe1 +M sin I(e2 cosλ+ e3 sinλ), (18)

where ei are assumed to be constant and give an indication of the magnitude of E.290

2.2.3. Hamiltonian and equations of motion291

Equations (13), (15), and (18) provide the Hamiltonian H of the Poincaré model in Andoyer292

canonical variables. It has the functional dependencies293

H = T (M,N, ν;Mc, Nc, νc) + V (M,N,Λ, µ, λ; t) + E(M,Λ, λ). (19)

Its rotational dynamics is given by the equations of motion, derived with the aid of Equations (4).294

The analytical resolution of the resulting system of non-linear differential equations is not prac-295

ticable. However, the different relative magnitudes of T , V , and E make possible to construct an296

approximate analytical solution by perturbation methods. Indeed, the fast spin of the Earth rotation297

entails that V and E are much smaller than T , of the order of 10−7 times (Getino et al. 2010,298

Equation 29). So, they can be properly considered as perturbations and the Hamiltonian split as299

H = H0 +H1 = T + (V + E), (20)

where H1 is proportional to a small parameter ε and H0, equal to T , denotes the unperturbed300

Hamiltonian, leading to the torque–free motion. For V and E the parameter ε is proportional to the301

constants k′p and ei, respectively.302

This decomposition seems formally similar to that used in Getino et al. (2010, Section 3) for the303

rigid case, but there is an important difference5. In the rigid case the Andoyer set is an action-angle304

5 Another difference appears when considering the expressions of the angular velocities components, not of the Euler

angles, in terms of the canonical variables (Getino et al. 2010, Equation 19). Their derivation must consider the loss

of osculation suffered by the Andoyer variables (Efroimsky & Escapa 2007, Escapa 2011).
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variable set for H0, what provides a direct solution of the unperturbed problem. It is not the case305

for the Poincaré model, because of the dependence of T on ν and νc (Equation 13). Hence, the306

unperturbed problem might not have a direct solution in those canonical variables, as it is the case.307

This difficulty can be circumvented by splitting the kinetic energy into two parts. One dominant308

close to the equilibrium configuration (where the Andoyer variables are not defined) and the torque–309

free motion dynamics with a direct solvable unperturbed Hamiltonian H0; and another residual part310

that would rise to a high order perturbation Hj, proportional to εj, j ≥ 3. We will return to this311

relevant point in Section 3.312

2.3. Second order integration313

2.3.1. Hori’s method314

To construct a second order solution of the equations related to HamiltonianH (Equation 20) we will315

follow the Hori’s method (Hori 1966), which allows the use of unspecified canonical variables combined316

with averaging. Its application is detailed in Getino et al. (2010, Section 2.4) and references therein.317

A very comprehensive exposition can be found in the monograph by Ferraz–Mello (2007, Chapter318

6). The method consists on finding a generating transformation W which leads to a transformed319

Hamiltonian H∗ easier to integrate in a new canonical set (p∗, q∗).320

Specifically, we have for the generating function6 up to the second order W =W1 +W2321

W1 =

∫
UP

H1per dt,

W2 =

∫
UP

H2per dt+
1

2

∫
UP

{H1 +H1sec;W1}per dt, (21)

and for the transformed Hamiltonian H∗ = H∗0 +H∗1 +H∗2322

H∗0 =H0,

H∗1 =H1sec,

H∗2 =H2sec +
1

2
{H1 +H1sec;W1}sec. (22)

6 There is a typo in Equation 23 of Getino et al. (2010). In the definition of W2, the element dt must be at the end

of the line, i.e., the whole expression has to be integrated.
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The generating functions are computed over the trajectories given by UP (unperturbed problem),323

that is to say, over the solutions of the system with the unperturbed Hamiltonian H∗0324

dp∗

dt
= −∂H

∗
0

∂q∗
,
dq∗

dt
=
∂H∗0
∂p∗

. (23)

This system is more properly named as auxiliary system and the Hamiltonian H∗0 as Hori kernel,325

since generally speaking they may differ from the unperturbed situation. Both play a fundamental326

role in the theory of perturbations (e.g., Hori 1973; Ferraz–Mello 2007; Baenas et al. 2017).327

The per and sec subindexes in Equations (21 and 22) refer to the periodic7 and secular parts of328

the corresponding functions computed from the auxiliary system. Basically, the periodic part of any329

function is that involving short period terms which stem from any presence of the variables µ, ν,330

µc, and νc. When those canonical variables are not present, the periodic part is due to any linear331

combination of one or several orbital arguments Θi, Θj, etc. with time rate of the linear combination332

different from 0 (or larger than a pre-fixed very small value).333

The secular part of a function is the part that is not periodic. For example, if we considered H1 as334

given by Equations (15) and (18), we have that335

H∗1 = H1sec =
∑
p=S,M

k′p
2

(3 cos2 σ∗ − 1)B∗0 + Λ∗e1 +M∗ sin I∗(e2 cosλ∗ + e3 sinλ∗), (24)

the remaining part of H1 being periodic, according to the former considerations.336

This scheme allows determining the evolution of any function of the phase space f(p, q) at the337

second order, once known the solution of the new canonical variables (p∗, q∗) from the canonical338

equations with Hamiltonian H∗. In particular, we have339

f(p, q) = f ∗(p∗, q∗) + ∆f(p∗, q∗), (25)

with ∆f = ∆1f + ∆2f + ∆3f given by340

∆1f = {f ∗;W1},

∆2f = {f ∗;W2},

∆3f =
1

2
{{f ∗;W1};W1}.

(26)

7 Strictly, the functions are usually quasi-periodic.
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2.3.2. Solution of the auxiliary system in Andoyer variables341

The practical implementation of the Hori’s method in Andoyer variables to obtain a second order342

solution in the small parameter ε, i.e., in k′p and ei, requires the solution of the auxiliary system. If343

we take as the Hori kernel of the perturbation the torque–free motion Hamiltonian H∗0 = H0 = T ,344

the auxiliary system is given by the equations345

µ̇ =
M

Am

[
1 +

√
M2

c −N2
c√

M2 −N2
cos(ν + νc)

]
,

ν̇ = − N

Am

[
1 +

√
M2

c −N2
c√

M2 −N2
cos(ν + νc)

]
+
N −Nc

Cm
,

Ṅ =
1

Am

√
M2 −N2

√
M2

c −N2
c sin(ν + νc),

Λ̇ = 0, Ṁ = 0, λ̇ = 0,

(27)

for the total Earth related variables, where for simplicity we have omitted the asterisk in the canonical346

variables. For those of the core, it is obtained347

µ̇c =
Mc

Am

[
A

Ac
+

√
M2 −N2√
M2

c −N2
c

cos(ν + νc)

]
,

ν̇c = − Nc

Am

[
A

Ac
+

√
M2 −N2√
M2

c −N2
c

cos(ν + νc)

]
− 1

Cm

(
N − C

Cc
Nc

)
,

Ṅc =
1

Am

√
M2 −N2

√
M2

c −N2
c sin(ν + νc),

Λ̇c = 0, Ṁc = 0, λ̇c = 0.

(28)

Although this system of differential equations has particular constants of motion, like N −Nc, its348

general solution is not given in terms of elementary functions. The difficulty arise from the non-349

linear character of the time evolution of the pairs (N, ν) and (Nc, νc), which avoids solving them by350
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quadratures in a standard way. In turn, that evolution would determine that of the variables µ and351

µc. Well–know strategies like expanding the dynamics around the equilibrium configuration (Arnold352

1989, e.g., Chapter 5) fail in this case, because the virtual singularities of the Andoyer set render the353

factors354 √
M2

c −N2
c√

M2 −N2
=
Mc sinσc
M sinσ

,

√
M2 −N2√
M2

c −N2
c

=
M sinσ

Mc sinσc
(29)

in Equations (27) and (28) not defined in such configuration (they tend to 0/0).355

The way that was envisaged to circumvent this problem is due to Getino (1995b). He introduced356

non-canonical variables to compute the integrals over the unperturbed solution, keeping in this way357

the advantages of the Andoyer set. From a systematic perspective, that procedure can be identified358

with making a non-canonical change of variables to359

√
M2 −N2 cos ν,

√
M2 −N2 sin ν, µ+ ν,√

M2
c −N2

c cos νc,
√
M2

c −N2
c sin νc, µc + νc, (30)

instead of working with the canonical ones N , µ, ν and Nc, µc, νc. In those new variables the360

equilibrium configuration is well-defined. The corresponding equations of motion, equivalent to361

those of the original auxiliary system, can be approximately integrated by neglecting the quadratic362

monomials in σ and σc.363

As a matter of fact in Getino (1995b) —and subsequent works, e.g., Getino & Ferrándiz (1997,364

2001)— the integrals over the unperturbed problem are evaluated through the approximated equa-365

tions of motion themselves, not requiring the explicit solution of all the transformed variables except366

for µ + ν. Then, such integrals are re-expressed in terms of the original Andoyer canonical set and367

the first order integration is completed according to Hori’s method. This process is legitimate and368

can be extended to a second order integration as it has been done for studying the precession motion369

(Ferrándiz et al. 2004, Baenas et al. 2017).370

However, the introduction of the non-canonical variables given by Equations (30) destroys, to some371

extent, the advantages of a canonical formulation. For example, it translates into a more cumbersome372

computation of averaging and generating functions than if we had available the explicit solution of373
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the auxiliary system in a canonical set. This is especially important when constructing the nutations374

at the second order, since, in contrast to precession, its evaluation requires the calculation of two375

generating functions (Equations 21).376

Besides, this method departs from the developed standard Hamiltonian procedure to get a second377

order solution for the rigid Earth (Getino et al. 2010, Section 2.4). It makes more difficult to compare378

the different features of rigid and non-rigid models in the process of obtaining that approximate379

analytical second order solution (e.g., Hori kernel, auxiliary system solution, etc.). Therefore, it would380

be very expedient to construct a canonical set for Poincaré model of the Earth that, if possible, skips381

the former drawbacks of the Andoyer canonical and non-canonical sets. This objective is accomplished382

in the next section. At any rate, the Andoyer canonical variables still plays a role, because of their383

clear geometric and dynamical meaning. Hence, they will act as a proxy to connect more abstract384

canonical sets with the physics of the rotation of the Earth.385

3. HAMILTONIAN OF THE POINCARÉ MODEL IN NON-SINGULAR COMPLEX386

CANONICAL VARIABLES387

3.1. Non-singular complex canonical set388

3.1.1. Non-singular canonical variables389

The difficulties referred to in formulating the Poincaré model in Andoyer variables are related to390

the virtual singularities that they present in the equilibrium configuration. In fact, a similar problem391

arises in the orbital motion when Delaunay variables face to zero inclination and eccentricity. This392

type of singularities are avoided by constructing a new canonical set named Poincaré variables in its393

different variations (Brower & Clemence 1961, Chapter XVII).394

In the case of the non-rigid Earth modeling, similar sets were introduced in Getino et al. (2000)395

for a two-layer Earth model and modified by Escapa et al. (2001) for a three-layer Earth model.396

They were denominated as non-singular canonical variables. Since in the case of the Poincaré model397

the angle Ic does not enter into the Hamiltonian (Equations 13, 15, and 18), we will follow Getino398
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et al. (2000). It avoids the use of the more involved definitions by Escapa et al. (2001), which are399

necessary when considering an inner core in the Earth rotation modeling.400

The non-singular canonical set is composed of the pairs
(
Ŷ1, ŷ1

)
;
(
Ŷ2, ŷ2

)
;
(
Ŷ3, ŷ3

)
for the Earth401

and
(
Ŷ1c, ŷ1c

)
;
(
Ŷ2c, ŷ2c

)
;
(
Ŷ3c, ŷ3c

)
for the core. They are linked with the Andoyer variables by402

means of403

Ŷ1 = M, ŷ1 = µ+ ν,

Ŷ2 =
√

2(M −N) cos ν, ŷ2 = −
√

2(M −N) sin ν,

Ŷ3 = Λ, ŷ3 = λ,

(31)

with analogous relationships for the core variables. The transformation is canonical and the new404

Hamiltonian Ĥ is obtained by expressing the Andoyer variables in terms of the non-singular set405 (
Ŷ , ŷ

)
in H.406

The advantage of this set is that, as expected, removes the virtual singularities, since it contains407

the combination µ+ ν and the factor (Equation 6)408

√
2(M −N) =

√
2M(1− cosσ) = 2

√
M sin

σ

2
. (32)

As we pointed out, the combination µ + ν is well-defined in the equilibrium configuration. It is409

not the case of the angle ν. However, it enters in Equations (31) through the bounded functions410

sine and cosine that are multiplied by
√

2(M −N); but, since this factor is zero in the equilibrium411

configuration, the virtual singularities disappear with Ŷ2 = ŷ2 = 0. A similar argument is valid for412

the core variables leading to Ŷ2c = ŷ2c = 0 in that configuration. The former Equation (32) also413

entails that the pairs
(
Ŷ2, ŷ2

)
and

(
Ŷ2c, ŷ2c

)
are of the order of σ and σc, respectively.414

3.1.2. Complexification415

The non-singular set as defined formerly would be completely useful for our purposes. Nevertheless,416

we can obtain a further simplification considering the dynamical symmetry of the Poincaré model,417

i.e., the equality of the equatorial moments of inertia. This strategy was partially employed when418

using the non-canonical variables of Equation (30), as in Getino & Ferrándiz (1997), and it also419

appears in some texts of Mechanics (e.g., Arnold 1989, Appendix 7).420
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It starts from combining the pair
(
Ŷ2, ŷ2

)
in a complex valued pair (Y2, y2), in such a way that the421

variables Y2 and y2 become complex conjugates with each other. The same procedure is applied to422 (
Ŷ2c, ŷ2c

)
. The transformation is completed for the other variables in order to obtain a new canonical423

set (Y, y). We will refer to this set as non-singular complex canonical variables (NSCCV ).424

The process of determining explicitly the form of the transformation relies in the necessary and425

sufficient conditions of canonicity. In its more general form (Witner 1941, Chapter 1), it is required426

that427

MtIM =υI, with I =

 06 16

−16 06

. (33)

The symbols 06 and 16 represent the zero and unit sixth dimension matrices, respectively, leading428

to the matrix I of dimension 12 —the symplectic matrix. The scalar υ is the multiplier of the429

transformation8 and M its Jacobian matrix430

M =
∂(Y, y)

∂(Ŷ , ŷ)
. (34)

The transformed Hamiltonian H′ is given by431

H′ = υĤ+R̂, (35)

where R̂ is the remainder function, which appears for time-dependent transformations as it was the432

case of the additional term E (Equation 18).433

To determine the explicit form of a simple transformation fulfilling those conditions of canonicity,434

we analyzed different linear transformations. One of the possible solutions that we found consists on435

keeping some original variables unaltered or scaled by −i, with i =
√
−1,436

Y1 = −iŶ1, Y3 = −iŶ3, y1 = ŷ1, y3 = ŷ3, (36)

and the remaining ones combined to get a complex conjugate pair437

Y2 =
1√
2

(ŷ2 − iŶ2), y2 =
1√
2

(ŷ2 + iŶ2), (37)

8 In the literature there are different definitions of canonical transformations (e.g., Goldstein et al. 2001, Arnold 1989,

Ferraz–Mello 2007, etc.). Nowadays the most extended is that taking υ = 1, although the general case with υ 6= 1

as considered here is useful in solving some problems. In some references, the scalar υ is also named as valence (e.g.,

Gantmacher 1975) and the symplectic matrix is defined with the opposite sign (e.g., Arnold 1989).
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with similar relations for the core variables. The multiplier of the transformation turned out to be438

υ = −i, with R̂ = 0, since the process is time independent. So, the transformed Hamiltonian is given439

by H′ = −iĤ.440

The Equations (36) and (37), and the respective ones for the core, define the canonical transforma-441

tion giving raise to the NSCCV. Moreover, since the canonical transformations form a group (Witner442

1941, Chapter 1), we can relate the NSCCV directly to Andoyer variables with the use of Equation443

(31), avoiding in this way the use of the intermediate set
(
Ŷ , ŷ

)
.444

Therefore, we have445

Y1 =−iM, Y2 = −i
√
M −Ne−iν , Y3 = −iΛ,

y1 =µ+ ν, y2 = i
√
M −Neiν , y3 = λ. (38)

Those relationships are supplemented with similar formulae for the core variables. The transformed446

Hamiltonian is given by447

H′ = −iH. (39)

3.2. Hamiltonian in the NSCCV448

3.2.1. Perturbing potential and complementary term449

The Hamiltonian in the NSCCV is given by Equation (39). From the formulae derived in Section450

2 and given in Equations (19), (13), (15), and (18), the transformed Hamiltonian is451

H′=− iH = −i(T ′ + V ′ + E ′), (40)

where the terms T ′, V ′, and E ′ are now expressed in terms of the NSCCV.452

This process can be done with the aid of the inverse relations of Equations (38). Specifically, the453

Andoyer momenta can be written as454

M = iY1, N = iY1 − Y2y2, Λ = iY3. (41)

Accordingly, the auxiliary angle I is given by455

I = arccos

(
Y3

Y1

)
, (42)
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With respect to the canonical coordinates, first we consider the substitutions456

µ = y1 − ν, λ = y3, (43)

and then we perform the transformations457

cos ν =
i

2

Y2 − y2√
Y2y2

, sin ν = −1

2

Y2 + y2√
Y2y2

. (44)

The same procedure is applied for the Andoyer variables related to the core.458

In this way the functional dependence of the Hamiltonian H′ appears as459

H′ = −i[T ′(Y1, Y2, y2;Y1c, Y2c, y2c) + V ′(Y1, Y2, Y3, y1, y2, y3; t) + E ′(Y1, Y3, y3)]. (45)

In particular, the literal expression of the perturbing potential turns out to be460

V ′ =
∑
p=S,M

k′p
∑
i

∑
τ=±1

[
1

2
Bie

iτΘi

(
1 + 3i

Y2y2

Y1

)
−

i

√
2

2

Ci,τ√
iY1

(
Y2e

i(y1−τΘi) − y2e
−i(y1−τΘi)

)
+

i
Di,τ

4Y1

(
Y 2

2 e
i(2y1−τΘi) + y2

2e
−i(2y1−τΘi)

)]
,

(46)

where, as inherited from Andoyer variables, the orbital functions Bi, Ci,τ , and Di,τ depends on I and461

the arguments Θi on y3. In a similar way, the additional term due to the motion of the ecliptic of462

date is463

E ′ = i[e1Y3 + Y1 sin I(e2 cos y3 + e3 sin y2)]. (47)

The expression of the kinetic energy of the Poincaré model can be constructed in the same way.464

However, it is simpler to write ~L and ~Lc (Equation 12) in terms of the NSCCV465

~L′ =



− 1

2

√
i2Y1 − Y2y2(Y2 + y2)

i

2

√
i2Y1 − Y2y2(Y2 − y2)

iY1 − Y2y2


, ~L′c =



− 1

2

√
i2Y1c − Y2cy2c(Y2c + y2c)

− i

2

√
i2Y1c − Y2cy2c(Y2c − y2c)

iY1c − Y2cy2c


, (48)
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and then apply Equation (11) to obtain T ′. Since the derived expression is quite lengthy, we omit its466

writing, returning to the relevant part of it when determining the Hori kernel of the problem. From467

now on, the prime on the functions depending on the NSCCV is omitted to lighten the notation.468

3.2.2. Hori kernel469

Once formulated the Poincaré model in the NSCCV, it is necessary to select the unperturbed470

Hamiltonian H0, i.e., the Hori kernel within the perturbation procedure. If we took the whole471

expression of the kinetic energy, −iT , we would face to similar problems to that of the Andoyer472

variables regarding the no availability of a direct complete solution for the generated auxiliary system.473

However, the non-singular character of the new variables allows employing a common technique474

in Mechanics (e.g., Arnold 1989, Chapter 5), this is the expansion of H0 around the equilibrium475

configuration. Indeed, this procedure has been used for studying the synchronous rotation of some476

celestial bodies (e.g., Henrard 2006). It consists of developing the Hamiltonian in powers of the477

differences of the canonical variables with respect to their equilibrium values and keeping just the478

quadratic terms.479

That decomposition leads to a linear auxiliary system, so solvable. Besides, this choice has the480

virtue that the Hori kernel is representative of the perturbed dynamics (Ferraz–Mello 2007, Chapter481

6) and that the remaining neglected part is indeed very small.482

In the equilibrium configuration, the variables appearing in T takes the following values (Section 2483

and Equations 38)484

y2 = Y2 = y2c = Y2c = 0, Y1 = −iCωE, Y1c = −iCcωE. (49)

The quadratic expansion of T , which is denoted as T0, would lead to a second degree polynomial in485

Y1 + iCωE, Y2, y2, Y1c + iCcωE, Y2c, y2c with no linear terms —the expansion point is an equilibrium486

solution. The resulting expression of T0 can be written in the form487

T0 = ωE

[
C − Am
Am

y2Y2 +
A

Ac

Cc
Am

y2cY2c −
√
CCc
Am

(y2y2c + Y2Y2c)

]
−

− 1

2Cm

[
(Y1 − Y1c)

2 +
Cm
Cc

Y 2
1c

]
.

(50)
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By so doing, we have decomposed the kinetic energy in the NSCCV as488

T = T0 + ∆T, (51)

where ∆T contains the terms of T not included in T0. It is about 10−20 times smaller than T0, and489

hence completely negligible in our context9. Therefore, a convenient choice for the Hori kernel of the490

present problem is given by H0 = −iT0.491

3.3. Solution of the auxiliary system in the NSCCV492

3.3.1. First solutions493

The auxiliary system is formed from Equations (23) with H∗0 = H0 = −iT0. Considering the494

functional form of T0 (Equation 51), the evolution of the canonical variables in the unperturbed495

problem are of three different kinds.496

First, there is a group of variables that keep constant, since their respective coordinate or momentum497

are absent in the T0 expression. Namely,498

Y1 =Y10, Y3 = Y30, y3 = y30,

Y1c=Y1c0, Y3c = Y3c0, y1c = y1c0, y3c = y3c0. (52)

Some of them will enter in the numerical evaluation of our formulae, with the expressions499

Y10 = −i CωE, Y1c0 = −iCcωE, Y30 = −i CωE cos I, y30 = λ, (53)

where it must be understood that all the former values are referred to the epoch J2000 (Table 1).500

We also have a variable that evolves linearly with time, since its time rate is constant according to501

Equations (52) and (53)502

dy1

dt
= i

Y1 − Y1c

Cm
⇒ y1 = ωEt+ y10. (54)

9 The order of magnitude of the variables Y2, y2, Y2c, y2c can be estimated with the help of Equation (32), with a

value of about 10−6 radians for σ and σc. With respect to Y1, we can write Y1 ' − iCωE(1 +m3). Here, m3 is the

variation of the z component of ~ω, ωz = ωE(1 +m3), with m3 ∼ 10−8 (Gross 2015). We have employed a similar

expression for the core. There are other possibilities to estimate Y1 like, for example, that of Williams (1994), with no

significant change in the obtained numerical order of magnitude.
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Finally, the variables Y2, y2, Y2c, y2c have coupled their dynamics, since their evolution obeys to503

the linear differential system504

d

dt



y2

Y2c

Y2

y2c


= i

 R 02

02 −R




y2

Y2c

Y2

y2c


, (55)

where the matrix R is given by505

R =

 r1 r2

−r2 r3

 =
ωE
Am

 Am − C
√
CCc

−
√
CCc ACc/Ac

. (56)

In Equation (55) we have ordered the matrix column in such a way that the resulting system is506

further simplified. Indeed, due to the block structure of the matrix of the differential system given507

in Equation (55), the four dimensional system can be described by two decoupled two dimensional508

systems as509

d

dt

 y2

Y2c

 = iR

 y2

Y2c

, d
dt

 Y2

y2c

 = −iR

 Y2

y2c

. (57)

This is a significant simplification stemming from the complex character of the NSCCV and will510

facilitate the second order integration. Moreover, since the involved pairs of the canonical variables511

are complex conjugate, once computed the solution of the first system, with the initial conditions y20512

and Y2c0,513  y2

Y2c

 = eiRt

 y20

Y2c0

, (58)

the second one is automatically derived from514

Y2 = ȳ2, y2c = Ȳ2c, (59)

where z̄ denotes the complex conjugate of z.515
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3.3.2. Literal expression of the exponential matrix eiRt
516

To finish the integration of the auxiliary problem, it is necessary to compute explicitly the matrix517

eiRt. The availability of such a solution (Hori 1973) will simplify the calculations of the generating518

functions W1 and W2 (Equations 21). The procedure that we follow is described in Gantmacher519

(1959, Chapter 5) —se also Apostol (1969, Chapter 7)— and relies on determining the eigenvalues520

of the matrix R.521

First, we introduce the adimensional parameters describing the Poincaré model of the Earth522

e =
(C − A)

A
, ec =

(Cc − Ac)
Ac

, rcm =
A

Am
. (60)

The parameters e and ec are referred to as ellipticities10 with values of about 10−3. In terms of them,523

the elements of the matrix R (Equation 56) are524

r1 =−ωE[rcm + e(1 + rcm)],

r2 =ωE
√
rcm(1 + rcm)(1 + e)(1 + ec),

r3 =ωE(1 + rcm)(1 + ec). (61)

So, the characteristic equation of R has the form525

m2 − ωE[1− (1 + rcm)(e− ec)]m− ω2
E(1 + rcm)e(1 + ec) = 0. (62)

Its solutions can be written as526

m1 = ωE

(
1 +

1

PFCN

)
, m2 = − ωE

PCW
, (63)

where PCW and PFCN denote the periods related to the well-known normal modes for a Poincaré527

model (Moritz & Mueller 1987, Chapter 3), i.e., the Chandler Wobble (CW) and the Free Core528

Nutation (FCN)11. It is customarily to express them at the first order in e and ec. Then, Equation529

(62) leads to the familiar approximated expressions530

1

PFCN
= (1 + rcm)ec,

1

PCW
= (1 + rcm)e. (64)

10 The dynamical ellipticity is given by Hd = (C −A)/C = e/(1 + e).
11 The mode corresponding to −m1 is referred to as Nearly Diurnal Free Wobble —NDFW— (e.g., Smith 1980).
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To construct the matrix eiRt the relevant fact is that the structure of R provides two distint531

eigenvalues. So, it is possible to apply the Lagrange interpolation polynomial that defines a function532

of a matrix (Gantmacher 1959, Chapter 5), in this case the exponential one. We can, however, get a533

more compact result if first we rewrite R in terms of its eigenvalues. There are different possibilities534

to do that, one of them is given by535

R =

 r1 r2

−(m1 − r1)(m2 − r1)/r2 m1 +m2 − r1

, (65)

where the values of m1m2 and m1+m2 can be derived from Equation (62) —with no approximation—536

m1m2 = −ω2
E(1 + rcm)e(1 + ec), m1 +m2 = ωE[1− (1 + rcm)(e− ec)]. (66)

In this way, the expression that will be employed in the second order integration for eiRt is given537

by538

eiRt =
1

m1 −m2

 (r1 −m2)eim1t − (r1 −m1)eim2t r2

(
eim1t − eim2t

)
−r2

(
eim1t − eim2t

)
−(r1 −m1)eim1t + (r1 −m2)eim2t

. (67)

4. SECOND ORDER MOTION OF THE ANDOYER PLANE: ANALYTICAL SOLUTION539

4.1. Practical application of the perturbation method540

The Hamiltonian framework in the NSCCV developed so far is totally general and allows con-541

structing the second order solution of any quantity related to the rotation of the Poincaré model.542

Moreover, it keeps its utility for studying other two-layer Earth models that preserve the canonical543

structure, because their deviations with respect to the Poincaré model —like the mantle elasticity—544

can be considered as perturbations. Hence, the Hori kernel and the auxiliary system would have545

the same form as that introduced in Section 3, together with the derived explicit solution of the546

unperturbed Hamiltonian.547

In the remaining sections of this article, we focus on determining the second order nutations of548

the Andoyer plane, i.e., the second order solution of the Poisson terms. The involved algebraic549

manipulations, even with the use of a CAS like Maple, are much cumbersome than in the rigid case550
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due to the higher dimension of the present problem. However, they can be simplified to some extent551

by establishing a parallelism with the procedure developed to obtain the second order solution for552

the rigid Earth by Getino et al. (2010), which we will follow here12. This is possible thanks to the553

introduction of the NSCCV.554

Specifically, the key point is that the role played by the monomials in σ in the rigid Earth model,555

now it is played by the monomials in Y2, y2, Y2c, and y2c. To lighten the notation, we represent such556

several variables monomials of degree13 k by ζk. Therefore, the same arguments as those given by557

Getino et al. (2010, Section 5, Equations 74 and 75) make possible that we can consider truncated558

expansions in Y2, y2, Y2c, and y2c for the different functions involved in the construction of the second559

order solutions.560

In particular, the nutations of the Andoyer plane are specified by obtaining the evolution of the561

functions (Equations 41 and 42)562

λ = y3, I = arccos

(
Y3

Y1

)
, (68)

which are functions of degree 0 in ζ, as it is the case in σ for the rigid Earth model. Therefore, it is563

just necessary to keep first degree monomials ζ1 in the perturbing potential V , the additional term564

E, and the first order generating function W1; and zero degree monomials ζ0 in the second order565

generating function W2 and transformed Hamiltonian H∗(see also Table 1 in Getino et al. 2010).566

Those truncations will make easier the computations.567

We must underline that those practical simplifications are both dependent on the function whose568

solution is obtained and the order of perturbation. For example, for a first order solution of the569

Poisson terms, it is enough with keeping zero degree monomials ζ0 in all the functions. If we maintain570

the same scheme for the second order, we would lose some contributions, precisely those depending571

on the Earth structure as we will show. Oppolzer terms at the second order would require keeping572

12 As far as possible we adopt the notations given in Getino et al. (2010), so their detailed explanation can be consulted

in that work.
13 For example, a monomial ζ2 of the second degree has the form Y k12 yk22 Y

k3
2c y

k4
2c , where ki are non-negative integers

with
∑4
i=1 ki = 2.
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second degree monomials ζ2 in some functions, what complicates significantly the computations even573

with respect to the second order Poisson terms.574

Taking into account the former considerations it is possible to compute the first and second order575

functions entering in the Hori’s method (Equations 21 and 22). The main steps in those calculations576

are presented in Appendix B.577

4.2. Precession578

4.2.1. General form579

The equations of motion (Equations 4 and 5) determine the secular evolution of the longitude (λ)580

and obliquity (I) of the Andoyer plane that are functions of the new canonical variables (Equations581

68). They stem from the transformed Hamiltonian H∗ (Equations 50, B6, and B12), which has the582

following functional dependencies in the new variables (to lighten the notation we have omitted their583

asterisks)584

H∗ = H∗0(Y1, Y2, y2;Y1c, Y2c, y2c) +H∗1(Y1, Y3, y3) +H∗2(Y1, Y3). (69)

Thus, we get585

dλ

dt
= {λ;H∗} =

i

Y1 sin I

∂(H∗1 +H∗2)

∂I
,

dI

dt
= {I;H∗} = − i

Y1 sin I

∂H∗1
∂y3

.

(70)

The value of the variable Y1 in the former equations is constant (y1 is not present in H∗) and taken586

equal to that of the unperturbed problem (Equation 53). Those relationships provide the precession587

of the Andoyer plane.588

Their expressions are derived from Equations (B6, and (B12), resulting589

dλ

dt
= SLE +

∑
p=S,M

kp
sin I

SL1 +
∑

p,q=S,M

kpkq
sin2 I

∑
τ,ρ=±1

[∑
i,j 6=0

SL2a +
∑
i,j

SL2b

]
τΘi=ρΘj ,

dI

dt
= SOE ,

(71)
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where kp, q = k′p, q/(CωE). We have followed the same notation as that introduced in Getino et al.590

(2010, Section 4.1): the superscripts L and O denote the longitude and the obliquity, respectively;591

and the subscripts the origin of the contribution14 (E for the complementary term, 1 for H∗1, and 2592

for H∗2).593

4.2.2. Formulae594

The explicit formula of each function Sβα is given by15
595

SLE = e1 − (e2 cosλ+ e3 sinλ)
cos I

sin I
,

SOE = e3 cosλ− e2 sinλ,

SL1 = −B′0,

SL2a =
1

4

m5i

ni

[
Bi

(
B′′j −

cos I

sin I
B′j

)
+B′iB

′
j

]
,

(72)

and596

SL2b =
1

2

ωE − τni − r3∏
k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mk)
sin I

(
C ′i,τCj,ρ + Ci,τC

′
j,ρ

)
. (73)

The above formulae determine the second order solution of the secular motion of the Poisson597

terms. The second order part is characterized by the terms proportional to kpkq, i.e., ε2. There is598

no equivalent terms of the form kpei or eiej, since the whole additional term E is secular (Equation599

B5). The moving ecliptic term E is the single responsible of the contribution to the precession in600

obliquity, because it is the only one providing a dependence in the variable y3 (Equations B13). Such601

circumstances are similar in the rigid case.602

The most interesting feature of the solution given by Equation (71) is the dependence on the Earth603

model through the term SL2b (Equation 73). It comes from H∗2 and involves an indirect influence of the604

14 There is a typo in Getino et al. (2010) in the fifth line after Equation 51: when referring to W1 and W2, it must

appear H∗1 and H∗2, respectively.
15 Let us recall that the prime in an orbital function denotes derivation with respect to I.
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core due to r3 and the normal modes of the Poincaré Earth model (Equations B12). So, in contrast605

to first order contribution SL1 , some second order terms of the precession in longitude do depend on606

the Earth’s interior. A result first pointed out in Ferrándiz et al. (2004) —see also Baenas et al.607

(2017).608

In Appendix C we show the equivalence of our precession formulate when reducing the Poincaré609

model to a rigid one (Getino et al. 2010), and with those derived in Ferrándiz et al. (2004) and610

Baenas et al. (2017) for the second order precession of the Poincaré model employing the Andoyer611

variables in the modeling.612

4.3. Nutation613

4.3.1. General form614

The quasi-periodic motion of λ and I, i.e., the nutations of the Andoyer plane, can be computed615

with the help of Equations (26) and then numerical evaluated through the solutions of the transformed616

Hamiltonian. They arise from W1, W2, and the W1 crossed terms (∆3f in Equation 26)617

∆λ = {λ;W1}+ {λ;W2}+
1

2
{{λ;W1};W1},

∆I = {I;W1}+ {I;W2}+
1

2
{{I;W1};W1}.

(74)

Those computation are made easier if the second order generating function (Appendix B) is split as618

W2 =W2s +W2p =

∫
UP

{H1sec;W1} dt+
1

2

∫
UP

{H1per;W1} dt, (75)

In this way, the Poisson brackets can be computed as in Equations (70), but now considering the619

following functional dependencies (Equations B7, B13, and B14)620

W1 =W1(Y1, Y2, Y3, y1, y2, y3;Y2c, y2c; t), W2s =W2s(Y1, Y3, y3; t), W2p =W2p(Y1, Y3, y3; t). (76)

The evaluation of the direct Poisson bracket withW1 can be done disregarding the terms proportional621

to ζ1, since the resulting expressions are considered at ζ0 degree as we have pointed out previously.622

This is not the case of the crossed term involving W1. Here, it is necessary to compute the Poisson623

brackets considering the whole expression of W1, which, afterwards, can be truncated at ζ0.624
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The resulting nutations can be ordered in a similar way and with the same notation as done in625

Getino et al. (2010, Section 4.1). Therefore, we can write the nutations in longitude as626

∆λ =
∑
p=S,M

kp
sin I

∑
i 6=0

[
(L1 + LinE ) sin Θi + LoutE cos Θi

]
+

∑
p,q=S,M

∑
i 6=0

kpkq
sin2 I

Ls2 sin Θi+

∑
p,q=S,M

kpkq
sin2 I

∑
τ,ρ=±1

[∑
i,j 6=0

(Lp12 + L1
3) sin(τΘi − ρΘj)+

∑
i,j

(Lp22 + L2
3) sin(τΘi − ρΘj)

]
τΘi 6=ρΘj ,

(77)

and in obliquity627

∆I =
∑
p=S,M

kp
sin I

∑
i 6=0

[
(O1 +OinE ) cos Θi +OoutE sin Θi

]
+

∑
p,q=S,M

∑
i 6=0

kpkq
sin2 I

Os2 cos Θi+

∑
p,q=S,M

kpkq
sin2 I

∑
τ,ρ=±1

[∑
i,j 6=0

(Op12 +O1
3) cos(τΘi − ρΘj)+

∑
i,j

(Op22 +O2
3) cos(τΘi − ρΘj)

]
τΘi 6=ρΘj .

(78)

The amplitudes have been denoted by Lβα for the longitude and Oβα for the obliquity. As in the case628

of the precession, the subscripts reflect the first, second, or additional term origin of each amplitude.629

In the case of E terms, the superscripts denote the in-phase and out-of-phase contributions. For the630

remaining second order amplitudes, we have that the superscript s amplitudes come from W2s; p1631

and p2 ones from W2p; and 1 and 2 from W1 crossed terms.632
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4.3.2. Formulae633

In the case of the first order solution of the Poisson terms, the explicit expressions are (Equation634

B7)635

L1 = −B
′
i

ni
, O1 = −m5i

Bi

ni
, (79)

which are independent of the Earth model. This fact is well-known in the literature (e.g., Moritz &636

Mueller 1987, Chapter 3), but, as we are emphasizing, that affirmation must be restricted just to the637

Poisson terms in a first order solution.638

For the second order terms, first we consider those emerging from the ecliptic of date motion639

(Equations B13). They provide in-phase contributions640

Lin
E = −m5i

n2
i

[
e1B

′
i +

(e2 cosλ+ e3 sinλ)

sin I

(
Bi

sin I
− cos I B′i

)]
,

Oin
E = − 1

n2
i

[
m2

5ie1Bi + (e2 cosλ+ e3 sinλ)

(
B′i −m2

5i

cos I

sin I
Bi

)]
,

(80)

and out-of-phase ones641

Lout
E =

1

n2
i

(e2 sinλ− e3 cosλ)B′′i ,

Oout
E =

m5i

n2
i

(e2 sinλ− e3 cosλ)

(
cos I

sin I
Bi −B′i

)
.

(81)

Those terms are also model-independent and of the second order through kpei. For the same reasons642

as those explained in the case of the precession, the additional term does not give raise to any second643

order term of the form eiej.644

This kind of second order terms arise because of our choice for the Hori kernel H∗0 is free from645

any contribution coming from E (Equation 50). Hence, its effects stem from the coupling with W1646

(Equation B10), including some out-of-phase terms not related with any dissipative torque —absent647

in our model. Since the structure of Equations (80) and (81) is the same as in the rigid Earth model,648

we refer the reader to Getino et al. (2010, Section 5) to get further explanations about this question.649
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The remaining second order terms are proportional to kpkq. Those due to W2s are given by650

Ls2 =
m5i

n2
i

[
Bi

(
B′′0 −

cos I

sin I
B′0

)
+B′i B

′
0

]
,

Os2 =
m2

5i

n2
i

Bi B
′
0,

(82)

which do not depend on the Earth’s interior, being also common with the rigid Earth solution651

developed in Getino et al. (2010).652

As in the case of the terms proportional to kpei (Equations 80 and 81), other rigid Earth theories653

(e.g., Souchay et al. 1999) obtain these amplitudes as first order contributions. The reason is that654

they include the secular part of the perturbing potential V (Equation 14) in the Hori kernel of their655

problem (see Getino et al. 2010, Section 5).656

The next amplitudes proportional to kpkq come fromW2p. We can distinguish a model independent657

part658

Lp12 =
1

8

1

τni − ρnj

(
1

τni
+

1

ρnj

)[
τm5iBi

(
B′′j −

cos I

sin I
B′j

)
+ ρm5jB

′
iB
′
j

]
,

Op12 =
1

8

τm5i

τni − ρnj

(
1

τni
+

1

ρnj

)(
τm5iBiB

′
j + ρm5jB

′
iBj

)
,

(83)

and a dependent one given by659

Lp22 =
sin I

2

1

(τni − ρnj)
ωE − τni − r3∏

k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mk)

(
C ′i,τCj,ρ + Ci,τC

′
j,ρ

)
,

Op22 =
sin I

2

τm5i − ρm5j

(τni − ρnj)
ωE − τni − r3∏

k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mk)
Ci,τCj,ρ.

(84)

This set of terms arises from the summand in CP (Equation B11), which depends on the fluid core and660

entails an indirect contribution (like in SL2b, Equation 73). We call this dependence indirect because661

the same form is kept for the rigid Earth, although with different values of r3 and normal modes of662

the Poincaré model, m1 and m2, just reduced to the the Eulerian one.663
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Finally, theW1 crossed terms also provide second order contributions that can be split in the same664

way. One part does not depend on the Earth model665

L1
3 =

1

8

1

τni ρnj

[
τm5iB

′
iB
′
j + ρm5jBj

(
B′′i −

cos I

sin I
B′i

)]
,

O1
3 =

1

8

τm5i

τniρnj

[
τm5iBiB

′
j + ρm5jBj

(
B′i −

cos I

sin I
Bi

)]
,

(85)

and another one does depend on it666

L2
3 =

sin I

2

(ωE − τni − r3)(ωE − ρnj − r3)− r2
2∏

k=1,2

[(ωE − τni −mk)(ωE − ρnj −mk)]
Ci,τC

′
j,ρ,

O2
3 =

sin I

2
(cos I − τm5i)

(ωE − τni − r3)(ωE − ρnj − r3)− r2
2∏

k=1,2

[(ωE − τni −mk)(ωE − ρnj −mk)]
Ci,τCj,ρ.

(86)

In this case the core contribution to the second order solution is twofold. There is an indirect667

contribution and a direct one that comes from r2
2, which is linked to the core. It would totally668

disappear for the rigid Earth model since there are no core parameters, i.e., r2 = 0 (Equation 61).669

For further comparisons it is convenient to separate them, as it was done for studying the precession670

motion at the second order (Baenas et al. 2017). The indirect parts are given by671

L2
3-id =

sin I

2

(ωE − τni − r3)(ωE − ρnj − r3)∏
k=1,2

[(ωE − τni −mk)(ωE − ρnj −mk)]
Ci,τC

′
j,ρ,

O2
3-id =

sin I

2
(cos I − τm5i)

(ωE − τni − r3)(ωE − ρnj − r3)∏
k=1,2

[(ωE − τni −mk)(ωE − ρnj −mk)]
Ci,τCj,ρ.

(87)

and the direct ones by672

L2
3-d = −sin I

2

r2
2∏

k=1,2

[(ωE − τni −mk)(ωE − ρnj −mk)]
Ci,τC

′
j,ρ,

O2
3-d = −sin I

2
(cos I − τm5i)

r2
2∏

k=1,2

[(ωE − τni −mk)(ωE − ρnj −mk)]
Ci,τCj,ρ.

(88)
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The last amplitudes are the single ones that lead to a direct contribution from the core within our673

model. In Appendix C we proof the equivalence of our nutation formulate when reducing the Poincaré674

model to a rigid one (Getino et al. 2010).675

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION676

5.1. Dependencies of the amplitudes on Earth structure677

The determined analytical solutions for the Poisson terms (Equations 72 and 73; and Equations678

from 79 to 86) depend on orbital (motions of the Moon and the Sun) and Earth model parameters.679

As we have explained in Section 4, there are contributions that are independent of the Earth model.680

They correspond to the terms681

SLE, S
O
E , S

L
1 , S

L
2a (89)

in the case of precession (Equations 72), and682

L1,Lin
E ,Lout

E ,Ls2,L
p1
2 ,L1

3.

O1,Oin
E ,Oout

E ,Os2,O
p1
2 ,O1

3

(90)

for nutation (Equations 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, and 85).683

It is necessary, however, to make a precision: although those contributions are indeed independent684

of the Earth model features, the particular model enters in the corresponding solution through685

the parameters kp or kpkq, which are proportional to the Earth dynamical ellipticity Hd and H2
d ,686

respectively. That is the only way in which this kind of Poisson terms are affected by the Earth687

model (Escapa et al. 2020). Since Hd is a global parameter of the Earth, we could have different688

interior configurations leading to the same value of Hd. Hence, when analyzing the influence of the689

Earth’s interior in the motion, it is convenient to freeze the value of this parameter in order to isolate690

the contributions of the structure.691

There is a second group of terms that do depend on the Earth interior (they also keep the dependence692

in kpkq)693

SL2b; L
p2
2 , L2

3; Op22 , O2
3, (91)
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appearing both in precession and nutation (Equations 73, 84, and 86). They are part of the second694

order solution and show that Poisson terms are affected by the Earth structure. All of them come695

from the terms of the perturbing potential proportional to the orbital function Ci,τ (Equation B4),696

i.e., the terms of degree one in ζ, which are combined in different ways to provide the second order697

contributions as shown.698

The particular influence of the Earth model is neatly appreciated in the dependence of the former699

contributions with the model normal modes. In turn, those are determined by the Earth layered700

structure —one, two, or three layers— and tuned by features like elasticity, dissipation, etc. In our701

case, there appear the two characteristic normal modes of the Poincaré model: the Chandler Wobble702

(CW) and the Nearly Diurnal Free Wobble (NDFW), which induces the Free Core Nutation (FCN).703

The last one is specially important because it is resonant for some orbital frequencies (e.g., Moritz704

& Mueller 1987, Chapter 3, Ferrándiz et al. 2004), what can amplify some amplitudes that are705

negligible in the rigid case.706

We can separate the terms given in Equation (91) according to its dependence. We have contribu-707

tions that are present for a rigid Earth, but affected by the model and its normal modes. Those are708

the indirect contributions. Among them, we have709

SL2b; L
p2
2 ; Op22 . (92)

The direct ones are those disappearing in the rigid case. So, they are exclusively due to the presence710

of the core and induced by the Y2c and y2c terms in W1 (Equation B7). The amplitudes L2
3 and711

O2
3, coming from the W1 crossed terms, have both indirect and direct parts. They are the only ones712

that provide direct terms, proportional to r2
2 in this case. Besides to their theoretical interest, the713

dependencies on the Earth model (Equations 91) are not numerically negligible in the second order714

solution of the Poisson terms, as we show below.715

5.2. Second-order numerical amplitudes of the Poisson terms716

We determine the numerical contributions of the second order terms in longitude and obliquity717

of Poisson terms with a twofold objective. First, it will allow ascertaining whether the particular718
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magnitude of the contributions reach or not the threshold of nowadays accuracy targets of the nu-719

merical standards of Earth rotation, established about the µas level for the nutation amplitudes (e.g.,720

Ferrándiz et al. 2020). This fact is specially important, because of current IAU nutation model IAU721

2000A nutation, based on MHB2000 (Mathews et al. 2002), modeled the second order effects in a722

inconsistent and incomplete way (Escapa et al. 2020). In the affirmative, it would entail the need of723

incorporating this kind of second order effects in the next Earth rotation models to be considered by724

IAU.725

The second objective will provide a quantitative information about the influence of the Earth’s726

structure features on Poisson terms, showing its relevance specially when compared with the rigid727

case due to the fluid core amplification, as it is the case for first order Oppolzer terms (e.g., Moritz728

& Mueller 1987, Chapter 4, or Getino 1995b).729

5.2.1. Numerical results730

The evaluation of the analytical solutions of the Poisson terms (Equations 72 and 73; and Equations731

from 79 to 86) is performed by considering a first group of variables and parameters related to the732

ecliptic motion, some initial conditions of the rotational motion, etc. at the epoch J2000. They are733

displayed in Table 1.734

It is also necessary to provide the values of the arguments Θi, time rates ni, etc. coming from the735

orbital motion of the Moon and the Sun. They are taken from Getino et al. (2010, Tables 8 and736

9) and, for the sake of convenience, are reproduced in Appendix A. They consist of the eleven main737

arguments Θi, whose ratio ni/ωE runs, in module, from 0 (infinite period term, i.e., Θ0) to about738

0.11 (nine days period term).739

When constructing the second order terms, those orbital arguments combine as τΘi−ρΘj, providing740

second order nutations with arguments Θk. Therefore, the initial orbital list of eleven terms is741

considerably increased, although not all the combinations lead to significant nutations (Table 3). We742

will denote each combination giving Θk, positive or negative, as (Θi,Θj, τ, ρ)εΘkwith ε = ±1. So, the743

associated frequency nk of a second order nutation can be generated by different constituents τni744

and ρnj (see Appendix A for an example). Those constituents are one of the key elements to explain745
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Table 1. Numerical parameters inde-
pendent of the Earth model

Parameter Value

I −0.4090928041 rd

ωE (' Φ̇) 230121.67526278 rd cy−1

e1 0 arcsec cy−1

e2 5.341 arcsec cy−1

e3 46.82 arcsec cy−1

λ 0 rd

Note—Extracted from Table 10 in
Getino et al. (2010). The values of the
parameters are referred to J2000 and
are common for the different numerical
computations performed in this work.

the second order amplitudes, more than Θk itself. This is a fundamental difference with respect to746

first order nutations.747

As we have explained in Section 4, there is a second group of parameters that depend on the Earth748

model, necessary to compute numerically the amplitudes at the second order. Commonly, some of749

them —the basic Earth parameters (BEP)— are determined by a process of data fitting (e.g., Getino750

& Ferrándiz 2001). Hence, their values will emerge after adjusting the whole theory of the rotation of751

the Earth, i.e., including all the theoretical contributions to its motion, to the available observations.752

Since such a numerical process is out of the scope of this research, the choice of their particular753

values for a fixed Earth model is conventional to some extent. Nonetheless, it allows providing the754

order of magnitude of the new second order contributions derived in this work. As we have pointed755

out, giving precise values would require a re-fitting of a complete theory of the rotation of the Earth.756

Having in mind those considerations, we have selected the relevant parameters for the Poincaré model757

of the Earth from some of the BEP fitted in Getino & Ferrándiz (2001) for a two-layer Earth model.758

Specifically, we have taken the values given in Table 2. From those values it is possible to obtain759

m1 and m2 directly with the aid of Equations (63). Then, the associated ellipticities of the Earth760

e and the core ec are derived by solving numerically the Equations (66), which gives raise to r1, r2,761
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Table 2. Poincaré model parameters

Parameter Value Source

kM 7567.870647 arcsec Getino & Ferrándiz (2001)

kS 3474.613747 arcsec Getino & Ferrándiz (2001)

rcm 0.123234 Getino & Ferrándiz (2001)

PCW 401.80 (sidereal days) Getino & Ferrándiz (2001)

PFCN 434.13 (sidereal days) Getino & Ferrándiz (2001)

m1 230651.750759 rd cy−1 Derived

m2 −572.726917 rd cy−1 Derived

r1 −28931.685571 rd cy−1 Derived

r2 85799.277026 rd cy−1 Derived

r3 259010.709413 rd cy−1 Derived

Note—The first five rows are extracted from Table 1 in Getino
& Ferrándiz (2001). They were obtained by fitting the nutation
amplitudes of a two–layer Earth model to the observations. In that
work PCW and PFCN were given in mean solar days and kS as kS =
kM kS/M . The derived values displayed in this table were obtained
through Eqs. (63), (66), and (61) and are required to evaluate the
nutation amplitudes. See the main text for a discussion.

and r3 through Equations (61). In this way, the Poincaré model is completely characterized for our762

purposes. The computations can be done for other different numerical sets (see Appendix D), but763

there is no essential difference in the order of magnitude of the obtained contributions.764

Once fixed the values of the orbital and Earth model parameters, it is possible to compute numeri-765

cally the second order contributions to Poisson terms. We exclude from our analysis both the second766

order precession and the second order nutations arising from the amplitudes Lin
E , Lout

E , Ls2 and Oin
E ,767

Oout
E , Os2 (Equations 80, 81, and 82). They were comprehensively discussed in Ferrándiz et al. (2004)768

and Baenas et al. (2017), and in Getino et al. (2010, Section 5), respectively, and, as we have pointed769

out, our analytical results are consistent with theirs. Hence, we focus on the remaining second order770

nutations whose amplitudes are presented in Table 3.771

In columns (7) and (12) we have displayed the second order amplitudes Lp12 + L1
3 and Op12 + O1

3772

(Equations 83 and 85) that are independent of the Earth model, except for the factor kpkq. As we773

have pointed out, the corresponding analytical expressions are the same as in Getino et al. (2010,774
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Table 3. Second order nutations of the Andoyer plane for the Poincaré model (unit: µas)

Argument Period ∆λ(sin) ∆I(cos)

lM lS F D Ω Days Lp12 +L1
3 Lp22 L2

3−id L2
3−d Total Op12 +O1

3 Op22 O2
3−id O2

3−d Total

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

+0 +0 +0 +0 +1 −6798.38 −29.97 +6.65 +0.54 −4.73 −27.53 +28.92 +43.17 −0.09 +0.83 +72.82

+0 +0 +0 +0 +2 −3399.19 −1226.11 +3.52 −0.02 +0.17 −1222.45 +239.1 −1.96 * −0.05 +237.09

+0 +0 +0 +0 +3 −2266.13 +21.54 −0.06 * * +21.48 −3.79 +0.03 * * −3.76

+0 +1 +0 +0 +1 +386.00 +0.99 −0.04 −0.03 +0.23 +1.15 +0.16 +0.05 * −0.06 +0.15

+0 +1 −2 +2 −3 −385.96 −1.96 * * * −1.95 −0.28 * * * −0.28

+0 +1 +0 +0 +0 +365.26 +1.02 −0.65 * * +0.38 −0.11 * +0.10 −0.86 −0.88

+0 −1 +2 −2 +2 +365.22 −1.47 +0.06 * −0.07 −1.47 +0.67 −0.04 * +0.05 +0.68

+0 +1 +0 +0 −1 +346.64 +1.43 +0.05 * +0.04 +1.51 +0.14 +0.02 * +0.03 +0.19

+0 +1 −2 +2 −1 −346.60 +1.54 * * * +1.53 +1.21 * * * +1.20

+0 +0 +2 −2 +4 +192.99 +1.40 * * * +1.40 −0.28 * * * −0.28

+0 +0 +2 −2 +3 +187.66 −117.95 +0.28 * +0.10 −117.58 +17.32 −0.13 * −0.03 +17.16

+0 +0 +2 −2 +2 +182.62 −0.05 −7.77 −0.04 +0.38 −7.48 +0.02 +3.97 +0.03 −0.28 +3.73

+0 +0 +2 −2 +1 +177.84 +93.11 −0.26 +0.07 −0.57 +92.34 −73.34 +0.28 −0.03 +0.21 −72.88

+0 +0 +2 −2 +0 +173.31 −1.04 +0.03 * * −1.02 +0.83 * * * +0.83

+0 +1 +2 −2 +3 +123.97 −4.61 +0.01 * * −4.60 +0.68 * * * +0.68

+0 +1 +2 −2 +1 +119.61 +3.64 −0.01 * −0.02 +3.61 −2.88 +0.01 * * −2.86

+0 +0 +4 −4 +4 +91.31 −4.27 +0.04 * −0.06 −4.29 +0.85 −0.02 * +0.02 +0.85

+1 +0 +0 +0 +1 +27.67 +0.66 * * +0.02 +0.68 * * * * −0.01

+1 +0 +0 +0 −1 +27.44 +0.67 * * +0.02 +0.69 * * * * +0.02

+0 +0 +0 +2 +0 +14.77 +1.33 +0.13 * * +1.46 −0.82 * +0.01 −0.06 −0.87

+0 +0 +2 +0 +3 +13.69 −19.12 +0.04 * * −19.08 +2.85 −0.02 * * +2.83

+0 +0 +2 +0 +2 +13.66 −4.88 −0.93 * * −5.80 +0.95 +0.49 * * +1.45

+0 +0 +2 +0 +1 +13.63 +15.19 −0.03 * +0.05 +15.20 −12.03 +0.08 * −0.02 −11.96

+0 +0 +2 +0 +0 +13.61 −2.16 +0.02 * * −2.14 −0.46 * * * −0.46

+0 +0 +4 −2 +4 +12.71 −1.38 +0.01 * −0.02 −1.39 +0.27 * * * +0.28

+1 +0 +2 +0 +3 +9.14 −2.45 * * * −2.45 +0.37 * * * +0.36

+1 +0 +2 +0 +1 +9.12 +1.95 * * −0.02 +1.93 −1.54 * * * −1.53

Note—The terms whose total amplitude in longitude or obliquity is, in absolute value, equal or greater than 0.5 µas have
been displayed. The symbol “*” designs amplitudes whose absolute value is below 0.01 µas, accordingly the internal accuracy
used in the computations. The same conventions will be followed for similar tables in this work. The amplitudes result from
the parameters displayed in Table 1 and Table 2, and the nutation formulae given in Eqs. (83, 84, 85, 87, and 88). Columns
(7) and (12) contain second order amplitudes independent of the Earth model. Columns (8), (9) and (10), and (13), (14),
and (15) represent the dependent parts. The indirect effects of the fluid core are given in columns (8) and (9), and (13) and
(14); whereas the direct ones are displayed in columns (10) and (15). See the main text for a discussion.
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Appendix D). So, their numerical contributions are similar to those appearing in Table 3 by Getino775

et al. (2010). The slight differences are due to the kM and kS values employed in that work,776

which were borrowed from the rigid Earth theory REN2000 (Souchay et al. 1999) in contrast to the777

values employed here (Table 2). Generally speaking, the larger second order contributions arise from778

combinations (Θi,Θj, τ, ρ)εΘk , with small values of ni and nj; large orbital functions (Appendix A);779

and not nil integers m5i and m5j (Equations 83 and 85).780

The remaining columns (8) to (10) and (13) to (15) are affected by the presence of the fluid core,781

both in indirect and direct ways. Specifically, the indirect contributions are given by Lp22 (Equation782

84) and L2
3-id, columns (8) and (9), and Op22 (Equation 84) and O2

3-id, columns (13) and (12); the783

direct ones by L2
3-d, column (10), and O2

3-d.784

Although the magnitudes of that structure dependent amplitudes are usually below 1 µas, some785

terms contribute in a significant way considering nowadays accuracies and cannot be neglected.786

Hence, in addition to its theoretical interest, the structure dependent part of the second order Poisson787

terms is numerically relevant. It is clear the case for the terms with periods −6798.38, −3399.19,788

and 182.62 days, with a very significant contribution in obliquity for the term with period −6798.38789

days, of about forty µas.790

5.2.2. Numerical differences with the rigid case791

There is a very significant difference among the values of Lp22 , L2
3, Op22 , and O2

3 previously displayed792

and those ones of the rigid case, which can be obtained by evaluating our analytical formulae reducing793

the Poincaré model of the Earth to a rigid one. To this end, the particularized rigid parameters are794

derived following the same guidelines as in Section C.1, i.e., with Ac = 0 and keeping ec = 0,795

alternatively taking PFCN → +∞ (Equation 64), in the Poincaré model. With those values it is796

possible to obtain r1, r2, r3, m1 and m2 (Equations C15, C16, and C17) needed to compute the797

Poisson terms. The values of kM , kS, and PCW are the same as in Tables 1 and 2.798

By doing so, the obtained differences can be attributed just to the influence of the fluid core. It is799

also possible to obtain the rigid amplitudes from the formulae given in Getino et al. (2010, Appendix800

D), by considering those values and nµ = ωE
(
1 + P−1

CW

)
= 230694.40 rd/cy (Equations 63 and C18) .801
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Table 4. Poincaré and rigid Earth models: Structure dependent part of the second order
Poisson terms (unit: µas)

Argument Period ∆λ(sin) ∆I(cos)

lM lS F D Ω Days Poi. Rig. Dif. Poi. Rig. Dif.

+0 +0 +0 +0 +1 −6798.38 +2.46 −0.45 +2.91 +43.91 +1.39 +42.52

+0 +0 +0 +0 +2 −3399.19 +3.67 +0.06 +3.61 −2.01 −0.04 −1.97

+0 +1 +0 +0 +0 +365.26 −0.65 +0.03 −0.68 −0.76 +0.01 −0.77

+0 +0 +2 −2 +2 +182.62 −7.43 −0.20 −7.23 +3.72 +0.11 +3.61

+0 +0 +2 −2 +1 +177.84 −0.76 * −0.76 +0.46 * +0.46

+0 +0 +2 +0 +2 +13.66 −0.93 −0.04 −0.89 +0.49 +0.02 +0.47

Note—The displayed amplitudes are the structure dependent part of the second order Poisson
terms, i.e., Lp22 , L2

3, Op22 , and O2
3. The Poincaré ones correspond with the sums in Table 3

of columns (8), (9), and (10) for longitude; and (13), (14), and (15) for obliquity. The rigid
amplitudes are computed with the parameters stemming from reducing the Poincaré model
to a rigid one. See the main text for a discussion.

The rigid model values shown in Table 4 for both longitude and obliquity (columns denoted as Rig.)802

are very close to those ones computed in Getino et al. (2010, Table 5). The small differences, less803

than +0.05 µas in modulus, can be attributed to the different values used for kM , kS, and nµ —in804

the rigid case (Equation C18) we can write nµ = ωE
(
1 + P−1

CW

)
= ωE(1−Hd)

−1. Their magnitude805

is very small, the largest contributions arising from the term of period −6798.38 days with values of806

about −0.5 and +1.4 µas in longitude and obliquity. They stem from the amplitudes Lp22 and Op22807

with no significant contribution from L2
3 and O2

3 (Getino et al. 2010, Table 5).808

In contrast, for the Poincaré model (columns denoted as Poi. in Table 4) the amplitudes depending809

on the Earth structure are noticeably amplified. Next, we will find out the source of such an amplifi-810

cation by discussing the contributions of the fluid core to those amplitudes in comparison with their811

rigid counterparts.812

5.3. Influence of the fluid core on the second order amplitudes813

The analytical character of our theory makes possible to understand also qualitatively the origin814

the fluid core amplification. With this aim, we will develop asymptotic estimates that describe the815
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role played by the fluid core in the structure dependent amplitudes Lp22 , L2
3, Op22 , and O2

3 (Equations816

84 and 86).817

Those estimates, however, cannot always be given in a simple, neat, and direct way. The reason818

is that their values depend more on the particular constituents (Θi,Θj, τ, ρ)εΘk than on the final819

argument Θk, hence a multiplicity of situations arises. Nevertheless, it is interesting to perform that820

kind of analysis both to validate the derived second order amplitudes and to show their intricate821

features.822

5.3.1. Amplitudes Lp22 and Op22823

We consider the situation for Lp22 and Op22 . From Table 3, columns (8) and (13), those amplitudes824

provide the largest second order contributions dependent on the Earth structure for most terms. The825

ratio ηp22 between the Poincaré model and rigid amplitudes is the same for longitude and obliquity.826

It can be expressed as (Equations 84 and C19)827

ηp22 =
Lp22

Lp22R

=
Op22

Op22R

=
ωE − τni − r3∏

k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mk)
(nµ − τni). (93)

We can establish a simple asymptotic estimate16 for ηp22 . With this objective, we observe from828

Table 2 and Equations (64) that e, ec are of the order of 2 × 10−3. In addition, |ni/ωE| (Appendix829

A) belong to the interval [0, 0.11]. Hence, neglecting all those parameters with respect to 1, we can830

write Equations (61) and (C18) as831

r3 = ωE(1 + rcm)(1 + ec) ∼ ωE(1 + rcm),

nµ − τni = ωE(1 + e)− τni ∼ ωE.

(94)

Analogously, considering that the eigenvalue m2 is proportional to e (Equations 64); the expression832

of m1 (Equations 62); and the above approximations, we have833

ωE − τni −m1 = −
(
τni + P−1

FCN

)
,

(ωE − τni −m2) ∼ ωE.

(95)

16 This ratio also appears when considering the precession function SL2b (Equation 73).
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Then, the ratio given in Equation (93) can be estimated as834

ηp22 ∼
τni/ωE + rcm

τni/ωE + P−1
FCN

=

1 +
rcm

τni/ωE

1 +
P−1
FCN

τni/ωE

. (96)

This expression can be further simplified considering that P−1
FCN ∼ 2 × 10−3 (Table 2), leading to835

the following asymptotic approximations836

ηp22 ∼

 1 + rcm/(τni/ωE), P−1
FCN � |ni/ωE|

rcmPFCN , P
−1
FCN � |ni/ωE|

. (97)

Depending on the particular value of τni, this estimate runs in a range from about −22 to 24 in the837

first case and about 50 in the the second one, which is related to the terms with the larger periods.838

The condition P−1
FCN ∼ |ni/ωE| requires further consideration. In our case, it affects the orbital839

arguments with annual periods, so P−1
FCN ∼ ni/ωE. If for those ni terms we split P−1

FCN as840

P−1
FCN = (ni/ωE)(1− δi), (98)

we get that δi is about 0.1563 and 0.1564 for the arguments with periods 365.26 and 365.22 days,841

respectively. Hence, we obtain842

ηp22 ∼

 −rcmPFCN/δi, τ = −1

rcmPFCN/2, τ = 1

, (99)

leading to the exact fluid resonance when δi = 0, i.e., if there were some orbital argument with843

frequency ni = P−1
FCNωE, corresponding to about 433 (mean solar) days, and τ = −1. In our case,844

just the arguments with periods 365.26 and 365.22 days are relatively close to PFCN , providing a845

value of ηp22 about −250, taking δi ∼ 0.2. That ratio is replaced by about 25 when τ = 1.846

The features of ηp22 are the same as those encountered in the development of the first order theory847

of the nutations of the Poincaré model17. The fluid core resonance, also referred to as fluid core848

17 Commonly, first order theories do not represent the ratio ηp22 itself, but the ratio of the whole nutations of the
figure axis, i.e., both Poisson and Oppolzer terms, i.e., the so called transfer function. This is the case of Figure 4
in Smith (1980), Figure 1 in Sasao et al. (1977), or Figure 3.8 in Moritz & Mueller (1987). The definition of the
orbital frequencies in Moritz & Mueller (1987) has the opposite sign to that usually employed as can be checked from
comparing their Table 3.1 and Table 2 in Sasao et al. (1980).
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amplification, appears in the first order amplitudes of the Oppolzer terms and it is inherited by the849

nutations of the figure axis. That resonance is due to the to the NDFW mode of the Poincaré model850

(Equation 63) and is located in the retrograde diurnal band in the terrestrial system, corresponding851

to an “inertial” period of about 433 days with τ = −1, and it has been extensively recognized in852

the literature (e.g., Sasao et al. 1977; Smith 1980; or Moritz & Mueller 1987, Chapter 4).853

Moreover, Equation (93) is analytically equivalent to Equation 68 in Getino (1995b). Therefore, the854

fluid resonance of the ratio of the first order Oppolzer terms also appears in the structure dependent855

part of the second order Poisson terms given by the amplitudes Lp22 and Op22 . Nevertheless, the whole856

first and second order amplitudes themselves are quite different because of the dependencies on the857

orbital arguments and functions (i.e., compare Equations 77, 78, and 84 with Equation 64 in Getino858

1995b).859

The reason of that equivalence arises from the form of W2p (Equation B14), which gives rise to860

Lp22 and Op22 . As we stated in Appendix B, the determination of that function can be carried out861

just keeping zero degree monomials ζ0. It entails that in the process of constructing W2p the only862

integration depending on the Earth model is that proportional to first degree monomials ζ1 in W1863

(Equation B7), just as in the case of first order Oppolzer terms (Getino 1995b).864

There is, however, an important difference. Whereas the ratio ηp22 of the first order Oppolzer terms865

is a direct function of the nutation argument Θk, η
p2
2 = ηp22 (εnk); it is not the case of ηp22 for the866

second order Poisson terms. In that case, as for other second order amplitudes, that dependence is867

with Θi but not with Θk, i.e., ηp22 = ηp22 (τni). Therefore, the fluid core amplification appears in a868

different way for each of the constituents (Θi,Θj, τ, ρ)εΘk of the nutation argument Θk.869

Hence, the total ratio of the non-rigid and rigid second order amplitudes of Θk is a result of the870

multiple individual ratios for every combination (Θi,Θj, τ, ρ)εΘk . This fact prevents, in a general871

situation, the derivation of a direct analytical expression for that total ratio. In turn, it entails that872

it is not possible to apply the MHB2000 transfer function (Mathews et al. 2002) to derive the second873

order amplitudes of the non-rigid Earth. The reason is that this transfer function depends directly874

on the nutation frequency of each nutation argument (Mathews et al. 2002, Equation 7, in their875
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notation σ plays the role of εnk in the terrestrial system), regardless it comes from a first order876

contribution or a second order one. In this way, it is not possible to recover the ratio associated to877

each constituent of the argument Θk.878

For example, the second order term with period 365.26 days arises from the proper combinations879

among the orbital arguments with periods 365.26, 365.22, 182.62, and 121.75 days, and the secular880

one. Each of them has an associated ratio ηp22 that runs from a factor of about −290 for the 365.26881

days term, with τ = −1, to 55 for the secular one, considering the exact expression given in Equation882

(93). However, the value of the total ratio for the whole second order 365.26 days amplitude in Lp22883

and Op22 reaches a factor of about −23.884

The former considerations and the analytical estimates given by Equations (97 and 99) explain the885

numerical amplifications of Lp22 and Op22 for the Poincaré model (Table 4). First, it is necessary that886

the constituents of the second order nutation argument Θk come from some combination involving an887

orbital period of 365.26 or 365.22 days, since for them, with τ = −1, the amplification is maximum888

in absolute value (about 250). Another favorable situation arises for the terms with larger orbital889

periods, typically the secular one and those with periods −6798.38 and −3399.19 days, which produce890

a factor amplification of about 50. In contrast, if the constituents involve shorter periods, or the891

annual ones with τ = +1, the amplification is quite modest.892

Second, the considered amplification is applied to the rigid amplitudes Lp22 and Op22 . So, to obtain893

a significant second order contribution for the Poincaré model, it is needed that the rigid counterpart894

amplitude also reaches an appreciable value. As explained in Getino et al. (2010, Equations D5), it895

is just the case for those constituents of Θk that combine large orbital periods and coefficients (see896

also Appendix A).897

A paradigmatic example is given by the secular orbital term Θ0. It is a constituent of all the second898

order arguments Θk that are present in the original set of the orbital terms (Appendix A), since,899

for all τ and ρ, the combinations (Θ0,Θj, τ, ρ) and (Θi,Θ0, τ, ρ) give raise to the same argument900

Θk = Θj = Θi (with the proper positive or negative signs). The term Θ0, with n0 = 0, produces a901

significant factor of amplification of about 55 and has a relative large value of its orbital coefficients902
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(Appendix A). As a result, it contributes very significatively to the amplitudes Lp22 and Op22 of the903

Poincaré model.904

As a matter of fact if the secular term is excluded from the combinations, those amplitudes are905

considerably reduced for most terms, even below the 0.01 µas threshold. For example, the amplitudes906

of the term with period −6798.38 days would change its values to −1.43 and +1.52 µas in longitude907

and obliquity, respectively —compare with columns (8) and (13) in Table 3.908

Indeed, if the annual terms, with τ = −1, enter into the set of constituents of Θk the amplifi-909

cation is the greatest one. However, since for those terms the rigid amplitude is very small, the910

resulting contribution is still reduced and does not contribute to the total amplitude significatively.911

As an illustration, the second order term with period 182.62 days is generated from the suitable912

combinations of the orbital arguments with periods 365.26, 365.22, 182.62, and 121.75 days, and the913

secular one (Appendix A). The ratio ηp22 reaches the largest value, in modulus, of about −290 when914

the constituents involve the annual terms, with τ = −1. Nevertheless, in those situations the rigid915

amplitudes, e.g., in longitude, are about 10−5 µas, or smaller, thus their final contribution is clearly916

below 0.01 µas. In other cases there are some contributions above that level, but still very small917

because the tiny magnitude of the original rigid amplitudes.918

5.3.2. Amplitudes L2
3 and O2

3919

With respect to the amplitudes L2
3 and O2

3 (Equations 86), also affected by the core, we explained920

in Section 4 that they split in indirect and direct parts (Equations 87 and 88).921

The direct parts L2
3-d and O2

3-d are proportional to rcm, through r2
2, accordingly absent in the922

rigid case. They are about one order of magnitude larger than the indirect ones —see columns (9)923

and (10), and (14) and (15) in Table 3. The indirect parts L2
3-in and O2

3-in show a very significant924

amplification with respect to their rigid counterparts that are below the threshold of 0.01 µas for all925

the terms (Getino et al. 2010, Table 5). Both facts are consistent with the analytical amplitudes926

expressions (Equations 87 and 88) as we show below.927

5.3.2.1. Direct and indirect contributions —To understand the dominant role of the direct part of the928

amplitudes L2
3 and O2

3 relative to the indirect one, let us consider the expression of the ratio between929
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the direct and indirect parts930

α2
3-d-in =

L2
3-d

L2
3-in

=
O2

3-d

O2
3-in

= − r2
2

(ωE − τni − r3)(ωE − ρnj − r3)
. (100)

We can now proceed in an analogous way as in Section 5.3.1. From Equations (61) and neglecting e931

and ec relative to rcm (Table 2), we have932

α2
3-d-in ∼ −

rcm(1 + rcm)(
τ ni
ωE

+ rcm

)(
ρ
nj
ωE

+ rcm

) . (101)

We can also ignore |ni/ωE| and |nj/ωE| relative to rcm, which holds for most orbital terms (the larger933

ones). Therefore, we get934

α2
3-d-in ∼ −

(1 + rcm)

rcm
∼ −9, (102)

what explains the different magnitudes of columns (9) and (10), and (14) and (15) in Table 3.935

It is difficult to get more precise estimates for the particular value of the ratio for each Θk than936

α2
3-d-in ∼ −9. As we have pointed out, those difficulties are inherent to second order terms, since937

the argument Θk arises from multiple combinations (Θi,Θj, τ, ρ)εΘk that provide a variety of values938

η2
3, as indicated from Equation (101). In this case, α2

3-d-in is a function of τni and ρnj, α
2
3-d-in =939

α2
3-d-in(τni, ρnj), but not directly of εnk unless we use a rough estimation as that given in Equation940

(102). For example, that argument Θk with period −6798.38 days has a global ratio of about −9941

(Table 3), as a result of mixing its constituent ratios. Their values run from about −50 to −4942

depending on the particular combination of Θi, Θj, τ , and ρ. The ratio taking the smallest or the943

largest values comes from the terms with the lower orbital periods, below 14 days, where τni/ωE or944

ρni/ωE are close to rcm or −rcm, respectively.945

5.3.2.2. Amplification of the indirect contributions —To understand why the presence of the fluid pro-946

duces a large amplification of the indirect parts L2
3-in and O2

3-in, we can perform a similar analysis as947

that done in the case of Lp22 and Op22 .948

The ratio η2
3-in between the Poincaré model and the rigid amplitudes is identical for longitude and949

obliquity. With the help of Equations (C19) and (87), it is got that950

η2
3-in =

L2
3-in

L2
3R

=
O2

3-in

O2
3R

=
(ωE − τni − r3)(ωE − ρnj − r3)∏

k=1,2

[(ωE − τni −mk)(ωE − ρnj −mk)]
(nµ − τni)(nµ − ρnj). (103)
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If we compare this equation with Equation (93), we can write951

η2
3-in =

 ωE − τni − r3∏
k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mk)
(nµ − τni)


 ωE − ρnj − r3∏
k=1,2

(ωE − ρnj −mk)
(nµ − ρnj)

 = ηp22 (τni)η
p2
2 (ρnj).

(104)

Hence, we have for η2
3-in the estimate (Equation 96)952

η2
3-in ∼

1 +
rcm

τni/ωE

1 +
P−1
FCN

τni/ωE




1 +
rcm

ρnj/ωE

1 +
P−1
FCN

ρnj/ωE

. (105)

Therefore, the asymptotic behavior of η2
3-in can be extracted directly from that of ηp22 expressed953

in Equations (97) and (99) but now considering the product ηp22 (τni)η
p2
2 (ρnj). So, the ratio η2

3-in954

presents a double fluid resonance18, a circumstance that has no parallel in the first order theory of955

the Poincaré model nor in no first order theory of the non-rigid Earth. As in the former section, this956

fact entails again that it is not possible to apply MHB2000 transfer function (Mathews et al. 2002)957

to obtain these second order amplitudes.958

The double resonance in η2
3-in arises from the second order contributions to longitude and obliquity959

due to the W1 crossed terms (Equations 26 and 74). It involves two times the term proportional960

to first degree monomials ζ1 in W1 (Equation B7), which depends on the Earth model (one for Θi,961

ni, and τ, and other for Θj, nj, and ρ), providing in this way the found structure of η2
3-in. It leads962

to very significant amplifications that, in modulus, could reach about a factor up to 1.3 × 104, if963

we combine annual terms, with τ = ρ = −1, with the largest period ones19. One more time, that964

double resonance depends on the constituents (Θi,Θj, τ, ρ)εΘk of the nutation argument Θk, and not965

on Θk itself. However, in spite of the very large amplification of the ratio η2
3-in for some combinations,966

the associated second order terms are very small —columns (9) and (14) in Table 3.967

The reason is the same as that explained for ηp22 but intensified in this case, since the rigid amplitudes968

L2
3R and O2

3R are below the threshold of 0.01 µas for all the terms (Getino et al. 2010, Table 5).969

18 This double resonance is different from the double résonance introduced in Poincaré (1910).
19 The situation in which both terms have the same annual period Θi = Θj , with τ = ρ = −1, is excluded by the

summation conditions of Equations (77) and (78). It is also the case for close annual terms like those with periods
365.26 days and 365.22 days, which lead to a second order term with a very large period (larger than 10 000 y).
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For example, if we analyze the second order term with period 365.26 days formerly considered, we970

find a global amplification factor of about 5200 (computed from Equation 93). The largest value in971

modulus for the ratio η2
3-in is about 16 000, derived for the constituents involving the secular term972

and the 365.26 days one term (with τ = ρ = −1). However, the corresponding rigid amplitude L2
3R973

for those constituents reaches a maximum value in modulus of about 4× 10−6 µas. Hence, even with974

the strong amplification of those terms, the resulting non-rigid amplitude is far from the 0.5 µas975

truncation level that we have considered in this research.976

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS977

We have constructed a Hamiltonian framework to derive in a systematic way the analytical solutions978

of the rotation of the Poincaré model of the Earth at the second order, in the sense of perturbation979

theories (or spin-spin coupling), extending the rigid Earth solution by Getino et al. (2010). It has980

allowed determining and analyzing the contributions of the second order effects to the precession and981

nutation of the angular momentum axis (Poisson terms).982

To develop that process we have had to abandon the first order canonical formulation of the problem983

(Getino 1995a), since it is not suitable to tackle second order effects. The reason is related to the984

virtual singularities that Andoyer variables have in the equilibrium configuration (Henrard 2006).985

They prevent from constructing a Hori kernel with an auxiliary system having an explicit and simple986

analytical solution. Because of that the application of the Hori perturbation method (Hori 1966)987

deviates from its standard implementation, what makes unworkable its extension up to the second988

order of perturbation.989

That difficulty has been overcome with the introduction of a set of non-singular canonical variables990

(e.g., Getino et al. 2000 or Escapa et al. 2001) of Poincaré kind. Due to the axial symmetry of the991

Poincaré model, the complexification of those variables simplifies further the computations. It has992

lead to the final definition of the non-singular complex canonical variables (NSCCV ) considered in993

this work (Equations 38). Since those variables are free from virtual singularities in the equilibrium994

configuration, it has been possible to define a Hori kernel in a rigorous way. That definition follows995

a technique common in Mechanics (e.g., Arnold 1989, Chapter 5) and provides an unperturbed996
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Hamiltonian quadratic in powers of the differences of the canonical variables with respect to their997

equilibrium values.998

This procedure offers several advantages. First, the solution of the auxiliary system can be com-999

puted explicitly, so the Hori method can be applied in a standard way what facilitates the comparison1000

with the rigid model solution (Getino et al. 2010). Second, some NSCCV are zero in the equilib-1001

rium configuration and keep small in the rotational evolution. Hence, the functions entering in the1002

construction of the approximate analytical can be expanded in terms of their monomials of degree1003

k, ζk. By doing so, it is possible to consider truncated expansions up to the proper powers of ζ,1004

what simplifies considerably the second order computations as it is done with the angle σ in the rigid1005

Earth model (Getino et al. 2010).1006

The Hori method (Equations 21 and 22) was implemented through the NSCCV and the selected1007

Hori kernel, allowing the computation of the first and second order transformed Hamiltonians and1008

generating functions. From them, we have derived the second order analytical solutions for the1009

precession (Equations 71) and nutation (Equation 77) of the angular momentum axis.1010

The obtained second order amplitudes can be divided into two groups. The first one is independent1011

from the Earth model (SL2a in Equations 72; Ls2, Lp12 , Os2, and Op12 in Equations 82 and 83) with1012

the exception of a global factor proportional to the squared dynamical ellipticity H2
d (equivalently to1013

kpkq). Their expressions turned to be equal to those previously determined by Getino et al. (2010)1014

for the rigid Earth using the classical Andoyer variables, what can be viewed as a first validation of1015

the approach built in this investigation.1016

The second group depends on the Earth interior (SL2b in Equations 73; Lp22 , L2
3, Op22 , and O2

3 in1017

Equations 84 and 86). This is one of the most important conclusion derived in this study and1018

generalizes the result firstly pointed out in Ferrándiz et al. (2004) just for the precession (SL2b term).1019

So that, in contrast to first order Poisson terms, there is a part of second order Poisson terms affected1020

by the structure of the Earth, hence different for rigid, elastic, two-layer, etc. models. It limits to1021

the first order solutions the spread affirmation that the rotational motion of the angular momentum1022

axis is independent of the internal constitution of the Earth (Moritz & Mueller 1987, Chapter 3).1023
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We have also shown that those amplitudes are the same as in Getino et al. (2010) when the Poincaré1024

model is reduced to a rigid one. It is also the case of SL2b when compared with the formulae given in1025

Ferrándiz et al. (2004) or Baenas et al. (2017). This is a second validation of our approach.1026

The presence of the fluid core affects the structure dependent Poisson amplitudes and makes them1027

very different from their rigid counterparts. Such differences depend on the particular amplitudes.1028

We found three distinct situations. There is a part of the amplitudes L2
3 and O2

3 that depend directly1029

on the fluid core, that is to say, they are not present in the rigid case.1030

The amplitudes Lp22 , Op22 and SL2b provide an indirect contribution from the fluid core, showing a1031

significant amplification with respect to the rigid Earth. As derived from the performed asymptotic1032

estimates (Equations 98, and 97), that amplification is driven by one of the normal mode of the1033

Poincaré model: the Free Core Nutation (FCN). Specifically, there appears a fluid resonance in the1034

amplitudes, since some orbital arguments with annual periods are close to that of the FCN, which1035

is about 433 days for our model. A similar situation was found for the first order Oppolzer terms1036

of the Poincaré model (Getino 1995b). However, there is an essential difference. In the first order1037

Oppolzer terms the resonance is related directly with the nutation argument Θk. In contrast, the1038

resonance of this part of the second order Poisson terms depends not on Θk but on the constituents1039

(Θi,Θj, τ, ρ)εΘk whose combination produces Θk.1040

Lastly, the amplitudes L2
3 and O2

3 also give an indirect contribution. Our analysis (Equations 1041041

and 105) have shown that those amplitudes present a double fluid resonance, a circumstance that1042

has no equivalent in the first order models of the non-rigid Earth and has been found here for the1043

first time. It entails a large amplification that can reach a value of about 16 000 in the most favorable1044

case. As in the former case, that resonance depends on the constituents (Θi,Θj, τ, ρ)εΘk and not on1045

the nutation argument Θk.1046

Numerically, the structure dependent Poisson amplitudes have provided contributions that cannot1047

be neglected considering nowadays accuracy demands (Ferrándiz et al. 2020). Namely, the arguments1048

with periods −3399.19, and 182.62 days have amplitudes about a few µas, whereas the term with1049
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period −6798.38 days gives values of about three and forty µas in longitude and obliquity, respectively1050

(Table 3). Those contributions are absent in current IAU nutation model (Mathews et al. 2002).1051

To conclude, the analytical and numerical results obtained in this investigation allow us to draw1052

some final conclusions in two different levels. On the one hand, because of their numerical contri-1053

butions, second order spin-spin coupling contributions can no longer be ignored in Earth rotation1054

studies. So, models superseding IAU 2000A (Mathews et al. 2002) must include that kind of effects.1055

It is expected that this conclusion will be reinforced when the second order Oppolzer terms be de-1056

termined. As we have pointed out, their calculation is challenging since it is necessary to increase1057

the truncation order in ζ. We will present the computations and their numerical contributions in a1058

forthcoming communication.1059

On the other hand, we have unveiled the dependencies of the second order Poisson terms with1060

the Earth structure, particularly with the fluid core. Indeed, since they do depend on the Earth1061

interior they are different from first order Poisson terms (independent from the Earth model). But1062

also from first order Oppolzer terms, due to the more complex role played by the fluid resonance. It1063

entails that it is not possible to employ current first order formulations, like that based on the MHB1064

transfer function (Mathews et al. 2002), to capture the second order contributions. In this sense, the1065

Hamiltonian approach as that developed in this work provides a suitable framework to extend the1066

rotation of the non-rigid Earth models at the second order.1067
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APPENDIX1068
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Table 5. List of the main orbital arguments Θi used in this work (taken from Getino et al. 2010)

Argument Period Moon (10−7 rad) Sun (10−7 rad)

lM lS F D Ω Days A(0) A(1) A(2) A(0) A(2)

+0 +0 +0 +0 +0 +∞ 4963035.3 0 0 5002105.4 0

+0 +0 +0 +0 +1 −6798.36 0 448720.5 0 0 0

+0 +0 +0 +0 +2 −3399.18 0 0 40433.0 0 0

+0 +1 +0 +0 +0 365.26 −1559.1 0 0 250710.3 0

+0 −1 +2 −2 +2 365.22 0 0 −100.0 0 −83543.3

+0 +0 +2 −2 +2 182.62 0 0 7880.7 0 9993042.1

+0 +1 +2 −2 +2 121.75 0 0 338.0 0 584450.7

+1 +0 +0 +0 +0 27.55 811948.6 0 0 0 0

+0 +0 +2 +0 +2 13.66 0 0 9880171.3 0 0

+0 +0 +2 +0 +1 13.63 0 −443830.4 0 0 0

+1 +0 +2 +0 +2 9.13 0 0 1891661.7 0 0

A. ORBITAL ARGUMENTS, COEFFICIENTS, AND FUNCTIONS1069

For the sake of convenience, we include in Table 5 the list of the eleven main orbital arguments1070

Θi derived from a Fourier decomposition of the orbital motions of the Moon and the Sun as given1071

in Getino et al. (2010, Table 8). It contains the orbital coefficients A
(0,1,2)
i necessary to compute1072

the orbital functions Bi, Ci,τ , and Di,τ appearing in the precession and nutation amplitudes. Their1073

expressions were provided by Kinoshita (1977) as20
1074

Bi =
1

6

(
3 cos2 I − 1

)
A

(0)
i −

1

2
sin 2I A

(1)
i −

1

4
sin2 I A

(2)
i ,

Ci,τ = −1

4
sin 2I A

(0)
i +

1

2
(1 + τ cos I)(−1 + 2τ cos I) A

(1)
i

+
1

4
τ sin I(1 + τ cos I) A

(2)
i ,

Di,τ = −1

2
sin2 I A

(0)
i + τ sin I(1 + τ cos I) A

(1)
i

−1

4
(1 + τ cos I)2A

(2)
i .

(A1)

20 There is a typo in Equation (6) by Getino et al. (2010). In the definition of Ci,τ the orbital coefficients A
1)
i and A

2)
i

must be swapped.
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The value of the orbital argument Θi is constructed from Equation (16)1075

Θi = m1ilM +m2ilS +m3iF +m4iD +m5i(Ω0 − λ) (A2)

and Table 5. That expression also allows writing Θi as a function of time and computing its rate21
1076

ni (Equation 17). To this end, it is necessary to know the time evolution of a combination of the1077

Delaunay variables of the Moon and the Sun as appearing in Table 9 in Getino et al. (2010).1078

As explained in the main part of the text, the original eleven orbital arguments Θi combine as1079

τΘi− ρΘj to generate the second order arguments εΘk. Hence, there appears a multiplicity of terms1080

not present in Table 5 (e.g., see Table 3). Not all the possible combinations are present finally, since1081

many of them provide contributions to the second order nutation or precession below the established1082

numerical threshold.1083

In obtaining those second order contributions, one must take into account that the corresponding1084

amplitudes are computed from the combinations, or constituents, leading to εΘk that are denoted as1085

(Θi,Θj, τ, ρ)εΘk . For example, the constituents of the second order term with period 182.62 days are1086

(+∞, 182.62,−,−)+; (182.62,+∞,+,−)+; (365.26, 365.22,+,−)+; (365.26, 121.75,−,−)+;

(+∞, 182.62,+,−)+; (182.62,+∞,+,+)+; (365.22, 365.26,+,−)+; (121.75, 365.26,+,+)+;

(+∞, 182.62,−,+)−; (182.62,+∞,−,−)−; (365.22, 365.26,−,+)−; (365.26, 121.75,+,+)−;

(+∞, 182.62,+,+)−; (182.62,+∞,−,+)−; (365.26, 365.22,−,+)−; (121.75, 365.26,−,−)−;

(A3)

where to simplify the notation we have identified the corresponding arguments Θi and Θj by their1087

respective periods as indicated in Table 5; displayed just the signs of τ and ρ; and denoted the1088

subscript εΘk by the corresponding sign of ε.1089

21 Analogously to Getino et al. (2010, Section 5), our perturbation scheme entails that ni is computed using Ω0 whereas
Θi involves Ω = (Ω0 − λ).
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B. COMPUTATION OF THE FIRST AND SECOND ORDER FUNCTIONS1090

We sketch the principal guidelines in the computation of the first and second order functions entering1091

in the Hori’s method (Equations 21 and 22). As indicated in Section 4, this process is simplified by1092

considering the proper truncation expansions in ζ.1093

B.1. First order functions1094

The first order stage of the Hori’s perturbation method (Section 2) are implemented via the gener-1095

ating function W1 and transformed Hamiltonian H∗1. They come from the periodic and secular parts1096

of the perturbing Hamiltonian in NSCCV given by Equations (46) and (47).1097

The argument Θi, with i 6= 0, and the variable y1 (Equation 54) evolve fast, so the periodic part is1098

given by1099

H1per =
∑
p=M,S

k′p
∑
τ=±1

{
−
∑
i 6=0

i

2
Bie

iτΘi+

∑
i

√
2

2

Ci,τ√
iY1

(
y2e
−i(y1−τΘi) − Y2e

i(y1−τΘi)
)}
,

(B4)

and the secular one by1100

H1sec = −
∑
p=M,S

ik′pB0+

e1Y3 + Y1 sin I(e2 cos y3 + e3 sin y3).

(B5)

We have truncated H1per at ζ1 degree, since it gives raise to W1; and H1sec at ζ0 because it appears1101

directly in the transformed Hamiltonian H∗.1102

The first order transformed Hamiltonian is H1sec, but expressed in the variables (Y ∗, y∗)1103

H∗1 = −
∑
p=M,S

ik′pB
∗
0+

e1Y
∗

3 + Y ∗1 sin I∗(e2 cos y∗3 + e3 sin y∗3).

(B6)

With regard to the generating function, it is computed by integrating H1per over the solutions of the1104

auxiliary system. Considering the Equations (17), (52), and (54) for the evolution of Θi, I, y3, and1105
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y1; and the Equations (58), (59), and (67) for that of y2 and Y2, and after a little algebra, we get1106

W1 = i
∑
p=M,S

k′p
∑
τ=±1

∑
i 6=0

i

2

B∗i
τni

eiτΘ∗
i +

i
∑
p=M,S

k′p
∑
τ=±1

∑
i

1√
2iY ∗1

C∗i,τ∏
k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mk)
×

{
e−i(y∗1−τΘ∗

i )[(ωE − τni − r3)y∗2 + r2Y
∗

2C ]+

ei(y∗1−τΘ∗
i )[(ωE − τni − r3)Y ∗2 + r2y

∗
2C ]
}
.

(B7)

The former expression is equivalent to that derived in Getino (1995b), or Getino & Ferrándiz (2001),1107

in terms of Andoyer variables when reducing their model to the Poincaré one. Nevertheless, as we1108

have mentioned and can be checked in those references, the procedure followed there to obtain W11109

is more cumbersome and non–systematic due to the need of using non-canonical variables in the1110

computation of the generating function.1111

In contrast, the computation developed here runs parallel to that of the rigid Earth (Getino et al.1112

2010) and the standard method of canonical perturbations, although even with the introduction of1113

NSCCV the difficulties increases due to the higher dimension of the phase space.1114

The structure of W1 in Equation (B7) reflects both the form of H1per and the solution of the1115

auxiliary system. The features of the Earth model enter through the part proportional to the orbital1116

coefficients Ci,τ in H1per that depend on y2 and Y2.1117

Although those variables refer to the whole Earth, after performing the integration, the variables1118

related to the core y∗2C and Y ∗2C also appear. This is a consequence of the coupled dynamics among1119

them generated by the Hori kernel (Equations 55). Since that dynamics is governed by a linear1120

system, the degree of the monomials in ζ is conserved when computing the integrals through the1121

unperturbed problem. That is to say, monomials ζk transform into monomials ζ∗k, although its1122
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particular decomposition can be altered. This property allows employing the same truncating degree1123

for H1per and W1.1124

The influence of the Earth interior with respect to the rigid model can be decomposed in two groups1125

of terms. The first one involves y∗2 and Y ∗2 and depends indirectly on the core by means of the matrix1126

element r3 and the eigenvalues m1 and m2. The second group contains a direct contribution of the1127

core due to the variables y∗2C and Y ∗2C , alternatively to the matrix element r2, which are linked to the1128

core. It would totally disappear in the rigid Earth model.1129

Similar observations to those pointed out for W1 can be extended to other functions entering the1130

the construction of the second order solutions of the Poisson terms. To lighten the notation, in the1131

following we will omit the asterisks in the transformed canonical variables unless there is risk of1132

confusion.1133

B.2. Second order functions1134

The second order functions appearing in Hori’s perturbation method (Section 2) give raise to the1135

generating function W2 and the transformed Hamiltonian H∗2. They can be managed (Getino et al.1136

2010, Section 3.3) by computing the Poisson brackets1137

CS = {H1sec;W1} , CP =
1

2
{H1per;W1}, (B8)

leading to (Equations 21 and 22)1138

H∗2 =CP sec,

W2 =W2s +W2p =

∫
UP

CS dt+

∫
UP

CPper dt, (B9)

since for our Hamiltonian H2 = 0 (Equation 20).1139

Once calculated22 CS and CP , the computations are alleviated, since, as we have previously indicated,1140

both H∗2 and W2 can be truncated at ζ0 degree in the construction of the second order solution of1141

the Poisson terms. So, after computing the Poisson brackets of Equations (B8) we can skip all the1142

22 It is not necessary to introduce the functions Cβα considered in Getino et al. (2010, Section 3.3) when developing the
computations up to σ2, since they only were needed to calculate the Oppolzer terms at the second order.
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terms of degree one in ζ. In this way, it is obtained1143

CS =
i

2

∑
p=M,S

k′p
∑
τ=±1

∑
i 6=0

eiτΘi

τni
×

{
τm5iBi

[
cos I

sin I
(e2 cos y3 + e3 sin y3)− e1

]
+

iB′i (e2 sin y3 − e3 cos y3)−

∑
q=M,S

ik′q
Y1 sin I

τm5iBiB
′
0

}

(B10)

and1144

CP =
∑
p=M,S

∑
q=M,S

k′pk
′
q

Y1 sin I

∑
τ,ρ=±1

×

{∑
i 6=0

∑
j 6=0

1

8

ei(τΘi−ρΘj)

τni

(
τm5iBiB

′
j + ρm5jB

′
iBj

)
+

∑
i

∑
j

sin I

2

ωE − τni − r3∏
k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mk)
Ci,τCj,ρ cos(τΘi − ρΘj)

.

(B11)

Previous formulae show that the whole CS is independent of the Earth model, whereas CP does depend1145

on it through the last summand.1146

The expression of the transformed Hamiltonian H∗2 arises from the secular part of CP . It is given1147

by the combinations τΘi − ρΘj equal to zero, since they provide a nil time rate. Hence, we have1148

H∗2 =
∑

p,q=M,S

k′pk
′
q

Y1 sin I

∑
τ,ρ=±1

{∑
i 6=0

∑
j 6=0

1

8

1

τni

(
τm5iBiB

′
j + ρm5jB

′
iBj

)
+

∑
i

∑
j

sin I

2

ωE − τni − r3∏
k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mk)
Ci,τCj,ρ

τΘi=ρΘj .

(B12)
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With respect to the generating functions W2s and W2p, their computation is direct in this case,1149

since they do not depend on Y2, y2, Y2c, and y2c. The evolution of the variables appearing in them1150

are given by Equations (58), (59), so we obtain1151

W2s =
1

2

∑
p=M,S

k′p
∑
τ=±1

∑
i 6=0

eiτΘi

n2
i

×

{
τm5iBi

[
cos I

sin I
(e2 cos y3 + e3 sin y3)− e1

]
+

iB′i (e2 sin y3 − e3 cos y3)−

∑
q=M,S

ik′q
Y1 sin I

τm5iBiB
′
0

}
.

(B13)

and1152

W2p =
∑
p=M,S

∑
q=M,S

k′pk
′
q

Y1 sin I

∑
τ,ρ=±1

×

{
−
∑
i 6=0

∑
j 6=0

1

8

i ei(τΘi−ρΘj)

τni(τni − ρnj)
(
τm5iBiB

′
j + ρm5jB

′
iBj

)
+

∑
i

∑
j

sin I

2

ωE − τni − r3∏
k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mk)
Ci,τCj,ρ

sin(τΘi − ρΘj)

τni − ρnj

τΘi 6=ρΘj .

(B14)

The dependence on the Earth model of H∗2, W2s, and W2p is inherited from that of CS and CP .1153

Therefore, W2s is independent of the Earth model, whereas H∗2 and W2p depend on it through the1154

terms proportional to Ci,τCj,ρ. That dependence is of the indirect kind, i.e., there is no r2 factor.1155

C. PARTIAL COMPARISONS OF THE SECOND ORDER FORMULAE FOR THE POINCARÉ1156

MODEL1157

The procedure to obtain the second order solution of the Poisson terms is systematic, but cumber-1158

some. It makes desirable to establish comparisons, at least in a partial way, with other second order1159
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results existing in the literature, checking the correctness of some of the expressions derived in this1160

section. Considering the nature of our second order theory, we will just focus on other analytical1161

investigations.1162

C.1. Second order solution of the rigid Earth model (Getino et al. 2010)1163

The first and obligated comparison is with the second order solution of the rigid Earth (Getino1164

et al. 2010). In spite of the fact that we have followed the same guidelines as in that work for1165

constructing our solution, it is worth to compare with the rigid model. The main reason is that its1166

solution was derived directly with Andoyer variables —what is feasible for a rigid model— whereas1167

we have introduced the NSCCV.1168

With respect to the terms that are independent of the Earth interior (Equations 89 and 90), their1169

analytical expressions are the same as those displayed in Getino et al. (2010, Appendixes C and D)23
1170

The contributions depending on the Earth model (Equation 91) are obviously different. However,1171

we can test the consistency of our model if, when reducing it to the rigid case, we recover the1172

corresponding formulae by Getino et al. (2010, Appendixes C and D). To do that we have to take1173

Ac = 0 and keeping ec = 0 in the Poincaré model, what leads to a rigid Earth model with ellipticity1174

e and equatorial moment of inertia A = Am.1175

If we consider such reductions in Equations (61), we have1176

r1R = −ωEe, r2R = 0, r3R = ωE, (C15)

where the subscript R refers to the rigid particularization. The characteristic equation (Equation 62)1177

has now the form1178

m2
R − ωE(1− e)mR − ω2

Ee = 0, (C16)

entailing, with no approximation, the solutions1179

m1R = ωE,m2R = −ωEe = ωE − nµ, (C17)

23 We have detected two missprints in Appendix D by Getino et al. (2010). The second B′j in the expression of Op12
must appear as Bj (no prime). The term B′i in O1

3 must be B′i −Bi cos I/ sin I.
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where nµ is the mean motion of the Andoyer variable µ of the rigid Earth (Getino et al. 2010)1180

nµ = ωE(1 + e). (C18)

The eigenvalue m2R provides the opposite to the characteristic Eulerian frequency of the rigid Earth,1181

which is the single proper mode of this model within our context.1182

With the former simplifications, the Earth parameters dependencies of the contributions given in1183

Equations (91) reduce to1184

ωE − τni − r3R∏
k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mkR)
=

1

nµ − τni
,

(ωE − τni − r3R)(ωE − ρnj − r3R)− r2
2R∏

k=1,2

[(ωE − τni −mkR)(ωE − ρnj −mkR)]
=

1

nµ − τni
1

nµ − ρnj
.

(C19)

They lead to the same expressions derived in Getino et al. (2010, Appendixes C and D) for the1185

rigid model. The analytical equivalences shown above have been also confirmed numerically (Section1186

5.2.2), the rigid Earth model derived from the Poincaré one with rcm = 0 and ec = 0 provides the1187

same numerical results for the Poisson terms as those derived with the formulae by Getino et al.1188

(2010).1189

C.2. Second order precession solution of a two-layer Earth model (Ferrándiz et al. 2004, Baenas et1190

al. 2017)1191

There is also available a partial second order solution for the non-rigid Earth. It considers the1192

contributions of the Earth structure to the precession in longitude. Indeed, to our knowledge, the1193

second order precession in longitude of a Poincaré model by Ferrándiz et al. (2004) was the first1194

study where it was recognized that the core affects the precessional motion in a non-negligible amount.1195

Later, that work was extended to incorporate the effects of the elasticity of the mantle in Baenas et1196

al. (2017).1197

Therefore, it is possible to compare their results with those obtained here. In particular, we will1198

consider Equations 24 in Baenas et al. (2017), which correspond to Equations 18 in Ferrándiz et al.1199

(2004). Both refer to a Poincaré model and provide the second order contribution to the precession1200
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in longitude δp that is the opposite to dλ/dt. As we have pointed out, the way of obtaining δp was1201

formally different from that developed here, because the Andoyer variables set of the Poincaré model1202

was employed in those works.1203

Considering Equation (71), the contribution to δp is given by1204

δp = −
∑

p,q=S,M

kpkq
sin2 I

∑
τ,ρ=±1

[∑
i,j 6=0

SL2a +
∑
i,j

SL2b

]
τΘi=ρΘj . (C20)

That expression can be expanded, taking into account those values of i, j, τ , and ρ for which1205

τΘi = ρΘj. In particular, when Θi = Θj the combination τΘi − ρΘj is zero only for τ = ρ. If1206

Θi = Θj = 0, any value of τ and ρ is possible to nill τΘi − ρΘj.1207

In this way, we have for SL2a (Equation 72)1208

−
∑

p,q=S,M

kpkq
sin2 I

∑
τ,ρ=±1

∑
i,j 6=0

SL2a = −
∑

p,q=S,M

kpkq
sin2 I

∑
τ=ρ=±1

∑
i=j 6=0

SL2a =

−
∑

p,q=S,M

kpkq
sin2 I

∑
τ=±1

∑
i 6=0

1

4

m5i

ni

[
Bi

(
B′′i −

cos I

sin I
B′i

)
+B′iB

′
i

]
=

−1

2

∑
i 6=0

∑
p,q=S,M

kpkq
sin2 I

m5i

ni

[
Bi

(
B′′i −

cos I

sin I
B′i

)
+B′iB

′
i

]
,

(C21)

since the orbital functions Bi are independent of τ . This expression is the same as δp00
P in Baenas et1209

al. (2017).1210

Similar arguments can be applied to get the expanded form of the term SL2b (Equation 73) —in1211

this case Ci,τ functions do depend on τ . It is also necessary to rewrite the function that contain the1212

Earth parameters as1213

ωE − τni − r3∏
k=1,2

(ωE − τni −mk)
=
−ωE[(1 + rcm) + (1 + rcm)ec] + (ωE − τni)

(−m2 + ωE − τni)(−m1 + ωE − τni)
=
r4B + nhi,τB

f1;i,τBf2;i,τB

= F 1a
i,τB, (C22)

where the subscript B refers to the notation employed in Baenas et al. (2017). The resulting formulae1214

are identical to δp10
P and δp11

P reported by Baenas et al. (2017). Such equivalences have also been1215

corroborated numerically.1216
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Table 6. Differences of the second order Poisson terms:
Poincaré minus PREM models (unit: µas)

Argument Period ∆λ(sin) ∆I(cos)

lM lS F D Ω Days Dif. Dif.

+0 +0 +0 +0 +1 −6798.38 −0.47 +7.27

+0 +0 +0 +0 +2 −3399.19 +0.65 −0.35

+0 +1 +0 +0 +1 +386.00 +0.53 +0.03

+0 +1 +0 +0 +0 +365.26 −5.78 −2.89

+0 +0 +2 −2 +2 +182.62 −0.91 +0.53

+0 +1 +2 −2 +2 +121.75 +0.69 −0.35

Note—The displayed amplitudes are the differences of
columns (10) and (14) in Table 3 and the total second order
terms computed from the parameters of the PREM Earth
model. See the main text for a discussion.

D. EFFECT OF THE PARTICULAR POINCARÉ MODEL ON THE NUMERICAL1217

AMPLITUDES1218

The numerical magnitude of the amplitudes of the second order Poisson terms (Table 3) will depend1219

on the particular values of the employed Poincaré model of the Earth (Table 2). As we pointed out1220

in Section 5.2.1, our choice just aimed at providing the order of magnitude of the new second order1221

contributions. We can corroborate that point by calculating those second order amplitudes for a1222

different parameterizations of the Poincaré model.1223

With that objective, we have considered a Poincaré model characterized with the parameters corre-1224

sponding to the Preliminary Earth Model (PREM, Gilbert & Dziewonski 1981) as given in Mathews1225

et al. (1991), a model quite far from that considered previously. It is defined by e = 3.247 × 10−3,1226

ec = 2.547× 10−3, and rcm = 0.128407, from which it is possible to obtain the values of r1, r2, r3, m11227

and m2 (Equations 61 and 62) necessary to evaluate the Poisson terms. As in the previous cases the1228

constants kM and kS are the same as in Table 1.1229

In Table 6 we have displayed the differences among the amplitudes of the Poincaré model (Table 3)1230

and those of the PREM one. There are just a few second order nutation arguments showing numerical1231
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differences larger than 0.5 µas, so both models provide close second order results. However, there1232

exist some variations at the µas level, especially in the case of the terms with periods −6798.38 and1233

+365.26 days. Basically, they can be attributed to the different values of the FCN of each model as1234

explained below.1235

For the Poincaré model we have that PFCN = 434.13 (sidereal days, Table 2), whereas for the1236

PREM model we get (Equation 62) PFCN = 348.09 (sidereal terms). Those differences, together1237

with the small ones related to the values of rcm, make, for example, that the product of rcmPFCN (1238

Equations 97 and 99) changes from about 54 to 47, decreasing the amplitude for some constituents1239

like the obliquity of the term with period −6798.38 days. Another important deviation is due to the1240

fluid resonance itself, since for the PREM model corresponds to about 347 (mean solar) days, and1241

τ = −1, much closer to the orbital annual periods than in the Poincaré model (about 433 mean solar1242

days).1243

Indeed, the associated values δi (Equation 98) changes from 0.1563 and 0.1564 to −0.05221 and1244

−0.05220 for the terms with periods +365.26 and +365.22 days, respectively. It entails that the1245

fluid core resonance for the annual terms, with τ = −1, is more profound, multiplying by a factor of1246

about −2.5 the combination of parameters −rcmPFCN/δi (Equation 99) in the Poincaré model. This1247

fact is neatly appreciated by the magnitude of the differences in the term +365.26 days in Table 4,1248

as a result of the large amplification of the constituents involving that annual argument itself and1249

the secular one, and the large values of their respective orbital coefficients (Appendix A).1250

In consequence, even considering a very different Poincaré model like the PREM one, the order1251

of magnitude of the structure dependent part of second order Poisson terms is kept. There are1252

differences for some nutation amplitudes at the order of a few µas, as shown, but they do not alter1253

the global picture of the derived contributions. Therefore, as we pointed out before, these kind of1254

second order contributions can no longer be ignored considering nowadays accuracies and must be1255

incorporated to the nutation series.1256
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